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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is related to provisional patent
application No. 60/641,839 which was filed on January
6, 2005 and which is titled "FIREWALL METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS" and is also
related to provisional patent application No. 60/700,380
which was filed on July 19, 2005 and which is also titled
" FIREWALL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INDUS-
TRIAL SYSTEMS".

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPON-
SORED RESEARCH OR ’ DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention generally relates to in-
dustrial control systems, and more particularly to systems
and methods that provide secure and firewall restricted
Web-based access to control devices and components
residing on a non-IP network within an industrial environ-
ment.
[0004] A typical computer network comprises a plural-
ity of interconnected microprocessor-based devices with
specialized (e.g., network) software and/or hardware that
facilitates interaction between at least two devices on the
network. Such interaction can provide for a fast, efficient
and cost-effective means to monitor, control and/or ex-
change information amongst networked devices such as
printers, plotters, workstations, copiers, etc.
[0005] Communication networks that link computing
devices (e.g., servers, workstations, etc.) and other de-
vices (e.g., lights, sprinkler systems, printer, plotters,
etc.) together are typically categorized and differentiated
through characteristics such as size and user base, ar-
chitecture, and topology. For example, a network can be
referred to as a Local Area Network (LAN) or a Wide Area
Network (WAN), dependent on the network size. A LAN
is typically associated with a relatively small geographic
area such as a department, a building or a group of build-
ings, and employed to connect local workstations, per-
sonal computers, printers, copiers, scanners, etc, while
a WAN typically is associated with networks that span
larger geographical areas, and can include one or more
smaller networks, such as one or more LANs. For exam-
ple, a WAN can be employed to couple computers and/or
LANs that reside on opposite ends of a country and/or
on opposite sides of the world. The most popular WAN
today is the Internet.
[0006] Various types of communication protocols have
been developed to facilitate communication between re-
motely located network devices. For instance, one com-
mon type of network based protocol is referred to as an
internet protocol (IP). In an IP network, a source device

generates data packets that include information (e.g., da-
ta to be delivered to a destination device, requests for
certain data from a destination device, etc.) to be trans-
mitted to a destination device, a source identifier that
identifies the source of the data packet and a destination
address associated with the destination device. Here,
the source identifier and destination address fields in an
IP packet are located in "framing" sections of the packet
either before or after a data field. Hereinafter, unless in-
dicated otherwise, the framing fields of an IP packet will
be referred to as IP packet frames. Once an IP data pack-
et is transmitted, network routers and hubs that receive
the packet analyze the packet frames to identify the des-
tination address, attempt to identify the most efficient way
to deliver the packet to the destination device and then
retransmit the packet to another network device until the
packet arrives at the destination device. Here, the desti-
nation device is programmed to receive the packet, de-
code the packet information and typically perform some
process associated with the decoded information. For
instance, a first packet may be routed to a printer to print
a document, a second packet may be routed to a light
switch to turn on a light, a third packet may be routed to
a stock brokerage server to request information about a
client’s account, etc. Examples of IP based networks in-
clude EtherNet/IP, EtherNet 10Base-T, 100Base-T (Fast
EtherNet) and 1000Base-T (Gibabit EtherNet).
[0007] While IP networks have proven extremely use-
ful in many applications, IP networks have several short-
comings that render the networks impractical for time
sensitive applications. For instance, because IP network
routing paths vary, the time required to transmit IP mes-
sages to destination devices varies appreciably. Similar-
ly, excessive traffic over an IP network slows IP trans-
mission rates so that packet delivery time is dependent
on unpredictable factors. In addition, in at least some
cases, servers that communicate via IP, enforce timeout
rules wherein, if a packet has been transmitted from a
source but the transmission period exceeds some thresh-
old time period (e.g., due to network traffic), the message
is discarded and has to be subsequently resent.
[0008] Thus, while IP networks are advantageous in
applications where transmission time is not critical (e.g.,
a printing application, a request for information from a
broker, sending an e-mail, etc.), IP networks have not
been suitable in cases where information has to be trans-
mitted almost instantaneously and at least within predict-
able time periods. Industrial controls is one application
where unpredictable routing delays have rendered IP
networks impractical in the past.
[0009] An exemplary industrial manufacturing line may
include several machining stations (and associated de-
vices and subassemblies - e.g., switches, sensors, motor
starters, pushbuttons, I/O blocks, welders, robots, drives,
bar code readers, etc.) along a transfer line, several pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLCs), one or more human-
machine interfaces (HMIs) and a network that links the
other components together where the PLCs are pro-
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grammed to read inputs from stations and transfer line
devices and provide outputs to the devices as a function
of control programs stored in the PLCs. In many cases
device and subassembly control at each station and be-
tween stations or between stations and the transfer line
may have to be precisely synchronized in order for the
line devices and assemblies to function properly and
safely (e.g., a first robot arm could be damaged if the arm
is driven into a line station prior to a second robot arm
being removed from the station). Where device and su-
bassembly timing is important, unpredictable IP network
delays and periodic failures cannot be tolerated.
[0010] Early industrial control systems employed dis-
crete signal wires between sensors and controllers and
between controllers and actuators to ensure fast and pre-
dictable response times where control was modified by
direct connection to the controller.
[0011] More recently, small groups of signal sensors
and actuators have been tied to remote I/O concentrators
where the concentrators have been networked to the
controllers. In some cases, devices have been designed
where network interfaces are embedded in the devices
themselves. Exemplary devices of this type include De-
viceNet and ControlNet devices that have been devel-
oped by Rockwell Automation. DeviceNet, ControlNet
and other types of devices that include embedded net-
work interfaces will be referred to generally hereinafter
as non-IP devices.
[0012] In addition to developing non-IP devices suita-
ble for use In industrial environments, industrial network-
ing protocols have been developed for use with the non-
IP devices where the industrial protocols use data packet
formats that specify specific network paths from source
devices to destination devices and therefore can transmit
data in predictable time periods. One exemplary type of
industrial protocol for use with DeviceNet and ControlNet
devices is referred to as the control and information pro-
tocol or the common industrial protocol (CIP). Another
exemplary non-IP protocol suitable for use with some
types of industrial devices is referred to as Data Highway
Plus. Other non-IP protocols are contemplated. Where
an Ethernet links an HMI to a destination ControlNet or
DeviceNet device through three additional ControlNet or
DeviceNet devices (hereinafter "transmission path de-
vices") arranged in a series, a CIP data packet will specify
the packet source, information to be delivered to a des-
tination device, the destination device address and a spe-
cific path through the networked devices from the source
to the destination device.
[0013] Here, the path specification includes the ad-
dresses of each of the three intervening transmission
path devices and the order in which the devices are
linked. For instance, in the present example that includes
a three device path and a destination device, the path
data includes first, second and third transmission path
device addresses and identifies the destination device
address separately. During transmission of the CIP pack-
et, the source routes the packet to the address of the first

device in the path, the first device identifies the second
path device address in the packet and routes the packet
to the second address. The second path device identifies
the third path device address in the packet and routes
the packet to the third device address and the third device
identifies the destination device address and routes the
packet to the destination device to complete delivery of
the packet. The specified path method used in CIP com-
munication, unlike IP, results in a deterministic commu-
nication protocol that is suited for use in industrial envi-
ronments.
[0014] Even more recently, for various reasons, indus-
try members have adapted the specialized industrial net-
work devices such as ControlNet and DeviceNet devices
for use with open standards like Ethernet. For instance,
in the case of CIP, CIP packets have been encapsulated
within Ethernet or IP packet frames for routing via Eth-
ernet. The result of this adaptation is that programming
interfaces and sometimes controller to device interfaces
are now communicating via Ethernet IP.
[0015] One advantage of non-IP devices like Device-
Net, ControlNet, etc., is that the devices can be config-
ured into a non-IP network that is less expensive than a
typical IP network as the need for network switches is
eliminated. In addition, DeviceNet, ControlNet and other
similar network configurations have intrinsic safety fea-
tures that are not provided by an IP network. For this
reason, in many cases, it is most advantageous to con-
figure hybrid networks including some IP network devices
and some non-IP network devices specially designed for
industrial applications (e.g., DeviceNet, ControlNet de-
vices).
[0016] While industrial control has historically been
limited to confined and secure spaces such as within a
manufacturing facility, in cases where pure Ethernet or
hybrid networks (e.g., including a combination of IP and
non-IP (e.g., DeviceNet, ControlNet) network devices)
are used to route data between devices, the transparency
of the Ethernet routing mechanism makes it possible to
remotely monitor and control the networked industrial de-
vices. The possibility for remote monitoring and control
advantageously allows more flexible system layouts to
be configured and reduces overall system costs where
Ethernet infrastructure already exists to support other fa-
cility needs.
[0017] Unfortunately, one problem with pure Ethernet
and hybrid networks is that the transparency of the Eth-
ernet routing mechanism components presents security
problems. For instance, where a LAN operated by a bro-
kerage firm and including a server is linked to the Internet
to allow customers to access account information, an un-
scrupulous computer hacker may attempt to access the
LAN via an Internet connection to obtain information
about one of the firm’s client’s accounts. As another in-
stance, a hacker may maliciously attempt to access a
banks software via the Internet to load a virus thereon
that could scramble the bank’s records and negatively
affect the bank’s business. As one other instance, a hack-
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er may attempt to access a PLC and alter an Industrial
control program thereby causing damage to machine line
components controlled by the PLC.
[0018] In addition to unscrupulous persons doing un-
savory things via networked interfaces, in many cases
even well intentioned network users may be able to un-
intentionally cause problems if they access networked
devices. For instance, in the case of a maintenance en-
gineer at a manufacturing facility, while the engineer may
be trained to maintain a first type of manufacturing line,
the engineer may not be trained to maintain a second
type of manufacturing line. While in a facility including
the first line, the engineer may have to be proximate the
first line to perform diagnostics procedures, check oper-
ating values, etc., wherein the proximity requirement and
visual feedback ensures that the engineer is accessing
first line devices, not second line devices. Where remote
access is facilitated via a pure Ethernet or hybrid system,
proximity and visual feedback cannot be relied upon and
the end result could be that the engineer unknowingly
accesses second line devices rather than first line devic-
es.
[0019] To ensure that unintended network access
does not occur, information technology (IT) firewalls have
been developed that, in effect, separate LANs and other
sub-networks from the Internet and that operate as gate-
keepers to keep unauthorized network users from ac-
cessing the sub-networks while still allowing access to
authorized network users. To this end, a firewall generally
intercepts attempts to access associated sub-networks
and requires some type of proof of identity from a network
user attempting to access the sub-networks prior to al-
lowing access. Here, proof of identity may require entry
of a user name and password or may be transparent to
a network user (i.e., information transmitted from the us-
er’s interface device may indicate identity which is auto-
matically identified by the firewall). Where a network user
is not authorized to access a sub-network, the firewall
restricts access and may perform some secondary se-
curity process such as creating a log, activating an alarm,
etc.
[0020] While conventional IT firewalls work well in the
context of pure IP communication, where a non-IP indus-
trial protocol (e.g., CIP) is embedded within an IP or Eth-
ernet frame, the embedded non-IP protocol could be
used to perform unauthorized activities despite a properly
functioning IT firewall. Here, when an IP or Ehtemet pack-
et including an embedded non-IP packet is received by
a firewall, an IT firewall algorithm interrogates the IP
packet frame information to determine if the packet
should be passed through the firewall to a destination
device identified in the IP packet frames. If, however, the
destination device designated in the IP packet frame
routes the packet further based on the non-IP routing
information (e.g., addresses in an embedded CIP pack-
et), the ultimate destination designated by the non-IP
routing information is not protected. This "carry-through"
routing is a concern whether the CIP packet is routed via

Ethernet or some other native industrial network such as
DeviceNet or ControlNet.
[0021] Thus, it would be advantageous to have a meth-
od and apparatus that allows devices linked to an IP net-
work to access industrial and other devices linked to a
non-IP network only when the accessing device or per-
son using the accessing device has authority to access
the destination device.
[0022] US 2003/0131263 A1 discloses a method for
firewalling virtual private networks. When a first packet
is received from a first network, information for routing
the first packet is identified. Based on a first set of rules
for processing the first packet and the information for
routing the first packet, a second packet encapsulated
within the first packet is detected. In the first packet, in-
formation for routing the second packet is identified
based on which a second set of rules for processing sec-
ond packet and an index are determined. The second
packet is then filtered based on the index, the second set
of rules, and the information for routing the second pack-
et.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The object of the present invention is to provide
an improved method for use with a system including net-
work resources and a corresponding apparatus.
[0024] The object is solved by the subject matter of the
independent claims. Preferred embodiments are subject
matter of the dependent claims.
[0025] The following presents a simplified summary of
the invention in order to provide a basic understanding
of some aspects of the invention. This summary is not
an extensive overview of the invention. It is intended to
neither identify key or critical elements of the invention
nor delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole purpose
is to present some concepts of the invention in a simpli-
fied form as a prelude to the more detailed description
that is presented later.
[0026] It has been recognized that network security
problems can occur when additional routing information
is encapsulated or embedded in the data field of an IP
data packet that specifies a destination device or re-
source that is different than the destination device or re-
source specified in the IP packet frame. Specifically,
where it is desired to restrict access to certain devices
within a control configuration embedded routing informa-
tion has enabled packets to be passed through conven-
tional it firewalls enabling access to restricted devices.
[0027] According to at least some inventive aspects,
firewalls are provided within a network wherein data
packets received thereby are decapsulated so that at
least an ultimate destination device or resource is iden-
tified. Access rules are applied to determine if the packet
should be transmitted further to facilitate access or if a
security function (e.g., discarding the packet, sending a
reject message, activating an alarm, etc.) should be per-
formed. In at least some cases all routing information is
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identified and analyzed and whenever any device in a
routing path is not to be accessed for any reason, even
if the ultimate destination device is accessible, the a se-
curity function is performed.
[0028] Consistent with the above, at least some em-
bodiments of the invention include a method for use with
a system including networked resources where commu-
nication between resources is via at least first and second
protocols wherein the first protocol includes a first proto-
col packet including a source identifier, a first protocol
destination identifier that indicates a first protocol desti-
nation resource and a first protocol data field, the second
protocol including a second protocol packet including at
least one second protocol destination identifier that indi-
cates a second protocol destination resource and a sec-
ond protocol data field, wherein at least some communi-
cation between resources includes first protocol packets
including second protocol packets embedded in the first
protocol data fields, packet transmitting and receiving re-
sources being source and destination resources, respec-
tively, the method for controlling communication between
resources and comprising the steps of: specifying access
control information for at least a subset of the resources
where the access control information includes at least
one of characteristics of first protocol packets that are
authorized to be transmitted to an associated resource
and characteristics of first protocol packets that are un-
authorized to be transmitted to an associated resource,
for each first protocol packet transmitted on the network
that includes a second protocol packet embedded in the
first protocol data field: (I) intercepting the first protocol
packet prior to the first protocol destination resource; (ii)
examining at least a subset of the embedded second
protocol packet information to identify the second proto-
col destination resource; (iii) identifying the access con-
trol information associated with the second protocol des-
tination resource, (iv) identifying at least a subset of char-
acteristics of the first protocol packet, (v) comparing the
first protocol packet characteristics to the access control
information associated with the second protocol destina-
tion resource and (vi) restricting transmission of the first
protocol packet as a function of the comparison results.
[0029] In at least some cases the step of specifying
access control information includes, for each of at least
a subset of destination resources, specifying source re-
sources authorized to communicate with the destination
resource. In some cases the step of identifying at least
a subset of the characteristics of the first protocol packet
includes identifying the source of the first protocol packet
and the step of comparing the first protocol packet char-
acteristics to the access control information associated
with the destination resource includes comparing the
source of the first protocol packet to the resources au-
thorized to communicate with the destination resource.
In some embodiments the step of restricting includes,
when the first protocol packet source is not authorized
to access the second protocol destination resource, halt-
ing transmission of the first protocol packet. In still other

embodiments the step of restricting includes, when the
first protocol packet source is not authorized to access
the second protocol destination resource, at least one of
activating an alarm signal and providing a signal back to
the source indicating that the packet has been halted.
[0030] In some cases, the step of specifying access
control information includes specifying packet character-
istics (PCs) that include characteristics identifiable direct-
ly from the first protocol packet.
[0031] In some cases the step of specifying access
control information includes specifying non-packet char-
acteristics (NPQs) that include characteristics other than
those identifiable directly from the first protocol packet.
Here, the NPQs may include at least a subset of a time
associated with the first protocol packet transmission,
the location of the source resource, where a person ini-
tiates the first protocol packet transmission, the identity
of the initiating person and, where a person initiates the
first protocol packet transmission, characteristics of the
initiating person.
[0032] In some embodiments the step of specifying ac-
cess control information further includes specifying times
during which resources can communicate with other re-
sources, the method further including the step of, when
a first protocol packet that includes an embedded second
protocol packet is received, identifying a time associated
with the received packet, the step of comparing including
comparing the packet associated time with the specified
times.
[0033] In some cases the first protocol is one of an
Ethernet protocol and an IP protocol. In some cases the
second protocol is one of a common industrial protocol
(CIP) and a Data Highway Plus protocol. In some cases
the steps of specifying at least first and second priorities
for network transmissions and, wherein, the step of re-
stricting transmission includes transmitting as a function
of the specified priorities and the packet characteristics.
[0034] In some additional embodiments the step of
specifying access control information includes the step
of specifying locations of source resources from which
communications with associated resources are allowed,
the method further including the step of identifying the
location of a source resource that transmits a first protocol
packet that includes an embedded second protocol pack-
et and the step of comparing further including comparing
the identified source resource location with the specified
source resource location.
[0035] In some cases each destination resource in-
cludes at least one of a programmable logic controller
(PLC), a human-machine interface (HMI), a sensor, an
actuator, a drive, and a remote input/output device. In
some cases the step of specifying access control infor-
mation includes specifying characteristics of persons au-
thorized to communicate with associated resources, the
step of identifying at least a subset of the characteristics
of the first protocol packet including identifying charac-
teristics of a person that initiates a communication and
the step of comparing including comparing the specified
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and identified characteristics.
[0036] In some embodiments the embedded protocol
packet specifies a path of resources to a final destination
resource, the method further including identifying access
control information associated with each of the path re-
sources, comparing the first protocol packet character-
istics to the access control information associated each
of the path resources resource and restricting transmis-
sion of the first protocol packet as a function of the results
of the comparison to the access control information as-
sociated with the path resources.
[0037] In addition, some inventive embodiments in-
clude a method for use with a system including networked
resources where communication between resources is
via at least first and second protocols wherein the first
protocol includes a first protocol packet including a
source identifier, a first protocol destination identifier and
a first protocol data field, the second protocol including
a second protocol packet including at least one second
protocol destination identifier and a second protocol data
field, wherein at least some communication between re-
sources includes first protocol packets including second
protocol packets embedded in the first protocol data
fields, packet senders and intended recipient’s being
source and destination resources, respectively, the
method for controlling communication between resourc-
es and comprising the steps of specifying access control
information for at least a subset of the resources where
the access control information includes at least one of
characteristics of first protocol packets that are author-
ized to be transmitted to an associated resource and
characteristics of first protocol packets that are unauthor-
ized to be transmitted to an associated resource, for each
first protocol packet transmitted on the network that in-
cludes a second protocol packet embedded in the first
protocol data field: (i) intercepting the first protocol packet
prior to the second protocol destination resource, (ii) ex-
amining at least a subset of the embedded second pro-
tocol packet information to identify the second protocol
destination resource, (iii) examining the first protocol
packet information to identify at least one additional re-
source in addition to the second protocol destination re-
source, (iv) identifying the access control information as-
sociated with the second protocol destination resource
and the access control information associated with the
additional resource, (v) identifying at least a subset of
characteristics of the first protocol packet, (vi) comparing
the first protocol packet characteristics to the access con-
trol information associated with the second protocol des-
tination resource and comparing the first protocol packet
characteristics to the access control information associ-
ated with the additional resource and (vii) restricting
transmission of the first protocol packet as a function of
the comparison results. Here, the additional resource
may be the first protocol packet destination resource. In
the alternative, the second protocol packet may specify
at least one path resource to the second protocol packet
destination resource through which data is to be routed

between the first and second protocol packet destination
resources and the step of identifying at least one addi-
tional resource may include identifying the at least one
path resource.
[0038] In addition, some embodiments include a meth-
od for use with a system including networked resources
where communication between resources is via at least
first and second protocols wherein the first protocol in-
cludes a first protocol packet including a source identifier,
a first protocol destination identifier and a first protocol
data field, the second protocol including a second proto-
col packet including at least one second protocol desti-
nation identifier and a second protocol data field, wherein
at least some communication between resources in-
cludes first protocol packets including second protocol
packets embedded in the first protocol data fields, packet
senders and intended recipient’s being source and des-
tination resources, respectively, the method for control-
ling communication between resources and comprising
the steps of specifying access control information for at
least a subset of the resources where the access control
information includes at least one of characteristics of first
protocol packets that are authorized to be transmitted to
an associated resource and characteristics of first proto-
col packets that are unauthorized to be transmitted to an
associated resource, for each first protocol packet trans-
mitted on the network that includes a second protocol
packet embedded in the first protocol data field, inter-
cepting the first protocol packet prior to the second pro-
tocol destination resource, examining at least a subset
of the embedded second protocol packet information to
identify the second protocol destination resource, exam-
ining the first protocol packet information to identify at
least one additional resource in addition to the second
protocol destination resource, identifying the access con-
trol information associated with the second protocol des-
tination resource and the access control information as-
sociated with the additional resource, identifying at least
a subset of characteristics of the first protocol packet,
comparing the first protocol packet characteristics to the
access control information associated with the second
protocol destination resource and comparing the first pro-
tocol packet characteristics to the access control infor-
mation associated with the additional resource and re-
stricting transmission of the first protocol packet as a
function of the comparison results.
[0039] In at least some cases the additional resource
is the first protocol packet destination resource. In at least
some cases the second protocol packet specifies at least
one path resource to the second protocol packet desti-
nation resource through which data is to be routed be-
tween the first and second protocol packet destination
resources and wherein the step of identifying at least one
additional resource includes identifying the at least one
path resource.
[0040] Moreover, some embodiments include a meth-
od for controlling communications between a source de-
vice linked to an IP network and a target device linked to
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a non-IP network wherein the target device includes at
least one object, each communication specify at least
one object and at least one service related to the target
device, the method comprising the steps of providing an
access control database that correlates the source de-
vice with target devices, objects and services where the
correlated target devices include devices that the source
can access and the correlated services include services
that the source can initiate at the correlated object, re-
ceiving at least one communication transmitted from the
source to the target device, decapsulating the commu-
nications to identify the target device and related at least
one object and the at least one service, comparing the
identified target device, at least one object and at least
one service with the target device, object and service
information in the database and selectively transmitting
the at least one communication to the target device as a
function of the comparison.
[0041] In at least some cases the correlated object in-
cludes a combination of a class, an instance of a class,
an attribute of a class and an attribute of an instance of
a class.
[0042] Furthermore, some embodiments include a
method for controlling communications between a
source device and a target device, the method compris-
ing the steps of providing an access control database
that correlates the source device with target devices
where the correlated target devices include devices that
the source can access for at least one purpose, providing
a firewall between the source device and the target de-
vice, intercepting a connection open packet transmitted
by the source device to the target device that is intended
to open a connection path between the source and the
target devices, using the access control database to de-
termine if the source device may access the target device
and transmitting the connection open packet toward the
target device when the source device may access the
target device.
[0043] In addition, some embodiments include a meth-
od for minimizing processing delays when unauthorized
communications occur on a system that includes a
source device, a target device and a communication
stack, the source device sequentially generating and
transmitting communication packets for each of the stack
communications and, after a packet is transmitted, wait-
ing for a response packet for at least a subset of the
communications prior to transmitting another communi-
cation packet associated with another of the stack com-
munications, the method comprising the steps of provid-
ing a firewall linked to the system, transmitting an original
communication packet from the source device that tar-
gets the target device, via the firewall intercepting the
original communication packet, encapsulating a spoof re-
sponse packet that simulates a response from the target
device and that is of a form that will be accepted by the
source device as a legitimate response from the target
device, transmitting the spoof response packet to the
source device and, via the source, accepting the spoof

response packet as a legitimate response packet from
the target device and moving on to process the next com-
munication in the stack.
[0044] In some cases the method further includes the
steps of providing an access control database useable
to identify unauthorized communications on the system
and after intercepting the original communication packet
and prior to encapsulating, using the access control da-
tabase to identify that the communication packet is as-
sociated with an unauthorized communication.
[0045] In some cases the step of encapsulating in-
cludes obtaining at least some information from the orig-
inal communication packet and using the obtained infor-
mation to instantiate at least a subset of the response
packet. In some cases the original request packet in-
cludes a target-originator (T-O) ID and wherein the ob-
tained information includes the T-O ID from the original
request packet.
[0046] In some cases the obtained information in-
cludes information identifying the source device and in-
formation identifying the target device. In some cases
the step of encapsulating further includes generating at
least some bogus information to instantiate at least a
subset of the response packet information and instanti-
ating at least portions of the response packet with the
bogus information. In some cases the step of encapsu-
lating further includes generating at least some bogus
information to instantiate at least a subset of the response
packet information and instantiating at least portions of
the response packet with the bogus information.
[0047] At least some embodiments include a method
for use with a system including networked resources
where communication between resources is via at least
first and second different protocols wherein the first pro-
tocol includes a first protocol packet including a source
identifier, a first protocol destination identifier that indi-
cates a first protocol destination resource and a first pro-
tocol data field, the second protocol including a second
protocol packet including at least one second protocol
destination identifier that indicates a second protocol
destination resource and a second protocol data field,
wherein at least some communication between resourc-
es includes first protocol packets including additional
packets embedded in the first protocol data fields, one
of the additional embedded packets specifying a final
destination resource and each of the other additional em-
bedded packets specifying an intermediate path re-
source, at last one of the additional embedded packets
being a second protocol packet, the method for control-
ling communication between resources and comprising
the steps of specifying access control information for at
least a subset of the resources, for each first protocol
packet transmitted on the network that includes addition-
al embedded packets, (i) intercepting the first protocol
packet prior to the first protocol destination resource, (ii)
examining at least a subset of the additional embedded
packet information to identify at least one of the interme-
diate path resources and the final destination resource,
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(iii) identifying the access control information associated
with the identified at least one of the intermediate path
resources and the final destination resource and (iv) re-
stricting transmission of the first protocol packet as a
function of the identified access control information.
[0048] Here, in some cases the step of restricting
transmission includes identifying at least a subset of
characteristics of the first protocol packet, comparing the
first protocol packet characteristics to the identified ac-
cess control information and restricting transmission as
a function of the comparison. In some cases the step of
examining includes examining to identify each of the in-
termediate path resources and the final destination re-
source and wherein the step of identifying access control
information further includes identifying access control in-
formation for each of the intermediate path resources
and the final destination resource.
[0049] In some cases each of the additional embedded
protocol packets is of the second type. In some embod-
iments the step of identifying at least a subset of charac-
teristics of the first protocol packet includes identifying at
least a subset of the characteristics of each of the first
and the embedded protocol packets. In some cases the
access control information includes at least one of char-
acteristics of first protocol packets that are authorized to
be transmitted to an associated resource and character-
istics of first protocol packets that are unauthorized to be
transmitted to an associated resource.
[0050] In some embodiments the at least one protocol
packet generated by a first protocol packet source re-
quires a response from at least one of the intermediate
path resources and the final destination resource includ-
ing specific identifying information and wherein step of
restricting includes, when a first protocol packet source
is not authorized to communicate with the second proto-
col destination resource, encapsulating the specific iden-
tifying information in a response packet and transmitting
the response packet to the first protocol packet source.
[0051] At least some embodiments also include appa-
ratus for performing the processes described above and
hereafter.
[0052] The following description and annexed draw-
ings set forth in detail certain illustrative aspects of the
present invention. These aspects are indicative, howev-
er, of but a few of the various ways in which the principles
of the invention may be employed and the present inven-
tion is intended to include all such aspects and their
equivalents. Other advantages and novel features of the
present invention will become apparent from the follow-
ing detailed description of the invention when considered
in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0053] The invention will hereafter be described with
reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like
reference numerals denote like elements, and:

[0054] Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a system including
firewalls according to at least some aspects of the present
invention;
[0055] Fig. 2 is a schematic view of an exemplary dual
protocol data packet including a non-IP data packet em-
bedded or encapsulated within an IP type data packet;
[0056] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of an exemplary sim-
ple access control database that may be used by the
firewalls of Fig. 1;
[0057] Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary
access control restricting method wherein access to con-
trol devices is limited as a function of which source is
used to attempt the control;
[0058] Fig. 5 is a flow chart illustrating one exemplary
secondary function that may be substituted for a portion
of the method of Fig. 4;
[0059] Fig. 6 is similar to Fig. 5, albeit illustrating a dif-
ferent secondary security function;
[0060] Fig. 7 is similar to Fig. 5, albeit illustrating a third
security function;
[0061] Fig. 8 is a schematic illustrating an exemplary
HMI/user database that may be employed by the firewalls
of Fig. 1;
[0062] Fig. 9 is a flow chart similar to the flow chart of
Fig. 4, albeit illustrating a method wherein device access
is restricted as a function of user identity;
[0063] Fig. 10 is an access control database similar to
the database of Fig. 3, albeit illustrating a more complex
embodiment wherein, in addition to user identity, other
non-packet characteristics are included, priority informa-
tion is included and specific application restrictions are
included;
[0064] Fig. 11 is yet another exemplary access control
database including restrictions as a function of user type
and a specification that identifies types corresponding to
specific users;
[0065] Fig. 12 is a flow chart illustrating a sub-method
that may be substituted for a portion of the method of Fig.
9 to facilitate prioritization of data packets when they are
passed by the firewalls of Fig. 1;
[0066] Fig. 13 is a flow chart of a sub-process that may
be substituted for a portion of the process of Fig. 9 where-
in the firewalls of Fig. 1 analyze multiple data packets
when necessary to identify intended application and re-
strict as a function of applications to be performed;
[0067] Fig. 14 is a flow chart illustrating yet another
method according to at least some aspects of the present
invention wherein a security server of Fig. 1 learns access
requirements and populates a portion of an access con-
trol database corresponding to a specific HMI user type;
[0068] Fig. 15 is a screen shot or window that may be
provided via an administrator’s interface of Fig. 1 for man-
ually specifying access control for a particular system
user;
[0069] Fig. 16 similar to Fig. 15, albeit illustrating a dif-
ferent access control configuring window;
[0070] Fig. 17 a flow chart illustrating a method where-
by a systems administrator manually specifies access
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control information;
[0071] Fig. 18 is a schematic view of an exemplary
dual protocol data packet including a CIP data packet
embedded or encapsulated within an IP type data packet
where the data packet corresponds an unconnected
send type service;
[0072] Fig. 19 is a schematic view of an exemplary
object path/service field as illustrated in Fig. 18 including
a plurality of subfields;
[0073] Fig. 20 is a flow chart illustrating a subprocess
that may be substituted for a portion of the method of Fig.
4 for processing an unconnected send packet;
[0074] Fig. 21 is similar to Fig. 18, albeit illustrating a
packet for initiating an unconnected forward open re-
quest service;
[0075] Fig. 22 is a schematic diagram illustrating a for-
ward open table that may be generated and maintained
by one of the firewalls in Fig. 1 for keeping track of open
connection paths between sources and target network
devices;
[0076] Fig. 23 is similar to Fig. 18, albeit illustrating a
packet associated with an unconnected forward open re-
ply service;
[0077] Fig. 24 is similar to Fig. 18, albeit illustrating a
packet corresponding to a connected send service;
[0078] Fig. 25 is similar to Fig. 18, albeit illustrating a
packet associated with an unconnected forward close
service;
[0079] Fig. 26 is a portion of a flow chart illustrating a
method that may be performed by one of the firewalls in
Fig. 1 to form and eliminate open connection paths;
[0080] Fig. 27 is another portion of the flow chart illus-
trated in Fig. 26;
[0081] Fig. 28 is an exemplary access control data-
base that is similar to the database of Fig. 3, albeit in-
cluding additional information;
[0082] Fig. 29 is a schematic illustrating an exemplary
server including a communication stack that is linked to
a decapsulating firewall;
[0083] Fig. 30 is similar to Fig. 18, albeit illustrating a
spoofed response packet;
[0084] Fig. 31 is a flow chart illustrating a method as-
sociated with a communication stack; and
[0085] Fig. 32 is a sub-process that may be substituted
for a portion of the method of Fig. 20 for generating a
spoofed response packet.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0086] The present invention is now described with ref-
erence to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals
are used to refer to like elements throughout. In the fol-
lowing description, for purposes of explanation, numer-
ous specific details are set forth in order to provide a
thorough understanding of the present invention. It may
be evident, however, that the present invention may be
practiced without these specific details. In other instanc-
es, well-known structures and devices are shown in block

diagram form in order to facilitate describing the present
invention.
[0087] As used herein, the term "device," or "resource"
is intended to refer to a computer-related entity, either
hardware, a combination of hardware and software, soft-
ware, or software in execution. For example, a device
can be, but is not limited to, a process running on a proc-
essor, a processor, an object, an executable, a thread of
execution, a program, a microprocessor, a processing
unit and/or a computer, and hardware (e.g., a sensor or
actuator) performing a process, etc.
[0088] Referring now to Fig. 1, the present invention
will be described in the context of an exemplary system
10 including a security subsystem 25, source devices
collectively identified by numeral 27, a series of decap-
sulating firewalls, three of which are identified by numer-
als 28, 30 and 31, and an industrial control configuration
21 including a plurality of industrial control devices such
as programmable logic controller PLC1 and automated
devices including devices D1, D2, D3, etc. The industrial
control devices (e.g., PLC1, devices D1, D2, etc.) are
arranged in a manufacturing facility or the like to perform
some industrial process. For example, the devices may
be arranged to automatically assemble automobile seat
components including cushions, springs, motors, rollers,
support mechanisms, headrest extensions, covering ma-
terial, etc. In this regard, in addition to PLCs to control
other devices, devices may includes sensors, actuators,
data collecting processors and devices, input/output con-
centrators, etc.
[0089] To facilitate control, monitoring exchange of da-
ta and configuring of the devices, the configuration 21
devices are linked via a network as illustrated. For ex-
ample, referring again to Fig. 1, automated device D6 is
linked to automated device D1, device D1 is linked to
device D0 and device D0 is linked to PLC1. Similarly,
device D6 is linked to device D5 and device D5 is linked
to device D4. As illustrated, more than one device can
be linked to another device. For instance, each of devices
D2, D3 and D6 are linked to different output ports of de-
vice D1. Although only a small number of industrial con-
trol devices are illustrated in Fig. 1, it should be appreci-
ated that, in many applications, several thousand devices
may be linked together to form an intricate web of control
components for facilitating complex industrial processes.
[0090] Each of the devices D0, D1, D2, etc. is assigned
a specific network address and includes a processor ca-
pable of identifying network communications transmitted
to the associated address. In addition, the device proc-
essors are programmed to examine received information
packets to identify if the device is the final destination
device or simply one device in a transmission path to
some other destination device. Where the device is the
final destination device, the processor uses packet data
to perform some associated process. Where the device
is not the final destination device, the processor transmits
at least a portion of the received packet information to
the next device in the transmission path.
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[0091] As known in the automation industry, industrial
control components may be of various network types,
including, but not limited to, EtherNet, DeviceNet, Con-
trolNet, etc. For instance, in Fig. 1, device D4 communi-
cates with device D5 via ControlNet while device D5 com-
municates with device D6 via DeviceNet and device D1
communicates with device D2 via EtherNet. Also, as il-
lustrated, one device may be capable of communicating
in several different protocols, depending on the next de-
vice to which a packet is to be routed. For instance, device
D1 communicates via a DeviceNet protocol with each of
devices D2 and D6 but communicates via a ControlNet
protocol with device D3.
[0092] In general, non-IP protocols are different than
IPs in the way in which packets of information that facil-
itate the protocol are formed and the way in which net-
worked devices use the packet information to route to a
final destination device. In this regard, while IPs typically
specify a packet source and a destination device and rely
on routers and switches to deliver information packets
from a source to a destination device, non-IPs specify a
specific network path through a chain of devices for de-
livering information packets from a source to a destina-
tion device. For example, referring once again to Fig. 1,
to deliver a packet from firewall 30 to automated device
DN, a non-IP packet may specify a path 37 including
device D4, device D5, device D6, and so on all the way
through to device DN. Here, when device D4 receives
the CIP packet, device D4 recognizes that the packet
should be transmitted to device D5 and performs that
transmission. Similarly, when device D5 receives the
packet, device D5 determines that the packet should be
transferred to device D6 and performs that transmission.
This process continues until the packet is received by
device DN. A second exemplary path 35 through PCL1,
and devices D0, D1, D6, etc. to device DN is illustrated.
In Fig. 1, communications that originate outside config-
uration 21 are IP communications and the network over
which those communications travel is referred to as an
IP network 26 and communications that originate within
confirmation 21 are referred to as non-IP communica-
tions (e.g., CIP communications, Data Highway Plus,
etc.) and the network (not labeled) is referred to as a non-
IP network.
[0093] Referring still to Fig. 1, sources 27 include any
type of component that may be used to attempt to access
any of the industrial control components or devices in-
cluded in control configuration 21. Here, the term "ac-
cess" is used in a general sense to refer to the ability to
monitor, control, configure and/or obtains information
from a destination device. In addition, each source 27,
etc. may also be used to access other devices linked to
IP network 26 via pure IP communications. Exemplary
sources S2, SN may include data monitoring and archiv-
ing servers, maintenance servers that analyze data ob-
tained from system components and devices other IP or
non-IP networks including other devices, servers that
perform control and safety operations with respect to sys-

tem components and devices, etc.
[0094] In addition, at least some of the sources may
include human-machine interfaces (HMIs) to enable in-
formation technology personnel, maintenance person-
nel, an administrative person, etc., to access system de-
vices and components. For example, illustrated sources
S1 and S3 are laptop computers that run browser soft-
ware to interact with laptop users to facilitate access to
configuration 21 devices. Other exemplary HMIs may in-
clude an electronic notepad, a personal computer, a palm
pilot, a hand-held computer, a personal digital assistant,
a mainframe computer, a cell phone, a "dumb" terminal,
a tablet PC, etc. Hereinafter, laptop S1 will be referred
to as HMI S1 and a person using HMI S1 will be referred
to as a "user" unless indicated otherwise. Similarly, laptop
S3 will be referred to as HMI S3. In addition, while sources
S2, SN, etc. may access or attempt to access configu-
ration 21 devices either automatically (e.g., to periodically
collect and archive operating data) or when a user per-
forms some activating process, to simplify this explana-
tion, access restriction will be described in the context of
HMI S1 unless indicated otherwise. Moreover, while HMI
S1 could be used to attempt to access any of configura-
tion 21 devices, unless indicated otherwise, the present
inventions will be described in the context of activity that
causes HMI S1 to attempt to access device DN via path
37 (e.g., through devices D4, D5, D6, etc.).
[0095] Referring still to Fig. 1, HMI S1 accesses control
devices in configuration 21 by forming and transmitting
IP data packets via IP based network 26 that include
information necessary to deliver the packets to the des-
tination devices. To this end, because system 10 com-
ponents between HMI S1 and a destination device within
configuration 21 communicate using both IP and non-IP,
the data packet generated by HMI S1 to access an in-
dustrial control device must include information that fa-
cilitates both routing on IP network 26 to a device at the
"edge" of the IP network and subsequent routing via the
non-IP network between configuration 21 devices.
[0096] Referring now to Fig. 2, an exemplary data
packet 32 that may be generated by HMI S1 in Fig. 1 to
access one of the industrial control devices in configura-
tion 21 is illustrated. Exemplary packet 32 is a typical IP
packet and, to that end, includes a frame that specifies
packet source and destination device and a data field
within the frame. In Fig 2, the IP packet frame includes
a source IP field 34 and an IP destination address field
36 as well as an end packet field 48. The IP packet data
field is identified by numeral 49 in Fig. 2 and includes
fields 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46 as illustrated. As the label
implies, source ID field 34 includes information that iden-
tifies the packet source. For example, referring again to
Fig. 1, where HMI S1 generates a packet, the information
in field 34 identifies HMI S1 as the source of the packet.
Similarly, where source S2 generates a packet, field 34
identifies source S2 as the source of the packet.
[0097] IP destination address field 36 includes an ad-
dress corresponding to a destination device for the IP
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packet where the destination device is at the edge of the
IP network. Here, IP destination devices can only be de-
vices that are directly linked to the IP network and that
are capable of receiving IP packets. For example, refer-
ring again to Fig. 1, an exemplary IP target device linked
to network 26 may include device D4, device DN+1 or
PLC1 while devices D1, D5, etc., that are not directly
linked to the IP network 26 are not capable of being IP
target devices.
[0098] Referring still to Fig. 2, IP data field 49 is where
data for delivery to a destination address is typically lo-
cated. In the present case, a non-IP data packet is en-
capsulated in field 49 where the packet includes non-IP
path device address fields 38, 40, 42 and 44 and a non-
IP data field 46. The non-IP address fields 38, 40, 42 and
44 specify a string of addresses corresponding to non-
IP devices and specify a path for non-IP routing. Data
field 46 includes information that is to be delivered to the
control device associated with the address specified in
the last non-IP address field (e.g., field 44) of packet 32.
[0099] Referring still to Figs. 1 and 2, an exemplary
data packet 32 will be described in the context of a case
where a user logs on to HMI S1 and performs some ac-
tivity that requires HMI S1 to transmit data to device DN.
For instance, where device DN is a temperature sensor,
the HMI S1 user may use HMI browser software to re-
quest the current temperature reading of sensor DN
which causes HMI S1 to transmit a temperature read
request to device DN.
[0100] Once HMI activity requires data transmission
to device DN, an HMI S1 processor generates an infor-
mation packet like packet 32 in Fig. 2 that identifies HMI
S1 as the source in field 34. In addition, in at least some
cases, the packet will include the address of automated
device D4 in the IP destination address field 36 and will
include the addresses of devices D5 and D6 through DN
in non-IP path address fields 38, 40, 42 and 44. The data
to be delivered to device DN to facilitate access (e.g., to
facilitate a temperature read in the above example) is
stored in field 46. Here, when the exemplary packet 32
is transmitted by HMI S1, IP network 26 identifies the IP
destination address in field 36 and delivers the packet to
device D4. When device D4 receives the packet, device
D4 decapsulates the packet to identify the address of the
next device in the path leading to device DN (i.e., iden-
tifies the address specified in field 38). In addition, device
D4 determines the device type of device D5 (e.g., a Con-
trolNet device, a DeviceNet device, etc.) Once the ad-
dress in field 38 has been identified, device D4 recapsu-
lates the data in fields 40, 42, 44 and 46 in a manner that
is understandable by the next path device. In the present
example, as illustrated, device D5 is a ControlNet device
and therefore the protocol used to communicate from
device D4 to device D5 is ControlNet and therefore the
information in fields 40, 42, 44, and 46 is recapsulated
in a manner consistent with the ControlNet protocol.
Next, device D4 transmits the recapsulated ControlNet
packet to device D5.

[0101] When device D5 receives the packet, device
D5 decapsulates the packet to identify the address spec-
ified in field 40 and also determines what type of device
is associated with the next path address. After identifying
the address specified in field 40 and device type, device
D5 recapsulates the information in fields 42, 44 and 46
to form a packet having a form consistent with the pro-
tocol used to communicate from device D5 to the device
specified in field 40 (see again Fig. 2). As illustrated in
Fig. 1, the DeviceNet protocol is used to communicate
from device D5 to device D6. The recapsulated packet
is transmitted to device D6. This process of decapsulat-
ing to identify the next non-IP device in a path and then
recapsulating and transmitting the recapsulated packet
to the next non-IP device in the path continues until data
is received at the destination device DN.
[0102] To form a dual protocol IP and non-IP type pack-
et like the one described with respect to Fig. 2, each
source 27 has to have access to information about con-
figuration 21 from which appropriate required paths to
destination devices can be determined. Here, the con-
figuration information may be downloaded to a source
like HMI S1 whenever the source is initially linked to net-
work 26. In the alternative, the HMI S1 (or any other
source for that matter) may be programmed to browse
configuration 21 and discover all devices and linkages
within configuration 21. Here, for instance, HMI S1 may
be programmed to identify each device within configura-
tion 21 that is directly linked to network 26 and thereafter,
via dual protocol packets, cause each identified device
to identify other devices linked thereto.
[0103] Similarly, when a new device is added to con-
figuration 21, any one of the sources 27 may be pro-
grammed to identify the new device and update config-
uration 21 information for that source or for any of the
other sources 27. In this regard, to identify newly linked
devices, one of the sources may be programmed to pe-
riodically pull network devices to identify changes in con-
figuration 21.
[0104] In at least some cases, it is contemplated that,
while it may be advantageous to allow sources 27 to ac-
cess some of the industrial control devices within a sys-
tem 10 and perform various activities with respect there-
to, in at least some cases, it will be necessary to restrict
access and activities of one or more of the sources 27.
For instance, where HMI S1 is only used by maintenance
personnel trained to analyze data associated with devic-
es D4, D5, D6 through DN and to control those devices,
it would be advantageous to restrict HMI S1 users so that
HMI S1 cannot be used to access other system 10 de-
vices (e.g., PLC1, devices D1, D2, etc.).
[0105] Referring again to Fig. 1, to restrict access to
system devices according to one aspect of the present
invention, decapsulating firewalls, three of which are
identified by numerals 28, 30 and 31, are provided. Ex-
emplary firewalls 28, 30 and 31 are provided within sys-
tem 10 to isolate subsets of the non-IP devices from
sources 27. For example, firewall 28 is provided to isolate
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PLC1 as well as devices D0, D1, D2, D3 and D6 through
DN from sources 27. Similarly, firewall 30 isolates devic-
es D4, D5 and D6 through DN from sources 27 while
firewall 31 isolates device DN+2 from sources 27. As
illustrated, firewall 30 may also be programmed to act as
a redundant firewall to isolate PLC1 and devices D1, D2
and D3 from sources 27.
[0106] Referring still to Fig. 1, while firewalls 28 and
30 are linked directly to IP network 26 and are outside
control configuration 21, in at least some cases it is con-
templated that firewalls may be provided within the non-
IP network or configuration 21 itself so that access to
non-IP devices isolated thereby is restricted by the fire-
wall while access to other non-IP devices outside the
firewall is not restricted by the firewall. For example, in
Fig. 1, firewall 31 between non-IP devices DN+1 and
DN+2 isolates and restricts access to device DN+2 and
does not restrict access to device DN+1. In Fig. 1, while
firewall 31 is within configuration 21, IP network 26 is
linked directly to firewall 31 to allow server 14 and firewall
31 to communicate.
[0107] In addition, it is also contemplated that multiple
levels of firewalls could be interspersed within the non-
IP network to provide different levels of access restriction.
Thus, for instance, although not illustrated, referring to
Fig. 1, another firewall could be positioned between de-
vices D5 and D6 to further restrict access to devices D6
through DN.
[0108] Referring once again to Fig. 1, security subsys-
tem 25 includes a security/configuration server 14 that
is linked to an HMI (e.g., a personal computer) 16 and a
database 24. In addition, server 14 is linked to IP network
26. Among other databases, database 24 includes an
access control (AC) database which, as the label implies,
includes rules that establish which industrial control de-
vices within configuration 21 can be accessed via each
source 27.
[0109] Referring now to Fig. 3, an exemplary simplified
AC database 50 is illustrated. Database 50 includes a
source column 52 and a device access column 54.
Source column 52 lists each one of the sources 27 in Fig.
1, and therefore, includes sources S1, S2 and S3 through
SN. Device access column 54, as the label implies, lists
a subset of the control devices for each one of the sources
in column 52 where the list of devices indicates the de-
vices that may be accessed by the associated source in
column 52. For example, for HMI S1 in column 52, access
column 54 lists devices D4, D5, D6 through DN. As an-
other example, for source S2, access column 54 includes
an entry "All DN" which indicates that source S2 can ac-
cess all control devices within configuration 21.
[0110] Referring now to Fig. 4, an exemplary access
restricting method 62 according to at least some of the
aspects of the present invention is illustrated where non-
IP network access is restricted as a function of source
device as well as destination device. Referring also to
Figs. 1 and 3, prior to beginning method 62, it is assumed
that an access control database 50 that specifies source

and device access authority is stored in database 24 and
that decapsulating firewalls 28, 30 and 31 have been
provided. Referring also to Fig. 2, at block 68, herein it
is assumed that a user of HMI S1 performs an activity
that causes HMI S1 to encapsulate and transmit a dual
protocol data packet 32 including encapsulated destina-
tion address information where the ultimate destination
device is device DN. Thus, here, the data packet assem-
bled by HMI S1 identifies source S1 in field 34 and the
addresses of devices D4, D5 and D6 through DN in fields
36, 38, 40, 42 and 44, respectively. Data to be delivered
to device DN is stored in data field 46.
[0111] Referring to Figs. 1 through 4, at block 70, prior
to the packet 32 being received at device D4, the packet
is intercepted at firewall 30. At block 72, firewall 30 de-
capsulates the received packet and identifies the device
addresses in each of fields 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 as well
as the source S1 specified in field 34. Next, at block 74,
firewall 30 accesses the access control database 50. At
block 76, firewall 30 uses access control database 50 to
determine if HMI S1 has authority to access the desig-
nated destination device DN. At decision block 78, where
HMI S1 has authority to access designated destination
device DN, control passes to block 80 where firewall 30
transmits the data packet to the IP target address spec-
ified in field 36. In the present example, the IP target
address designates device D4 and therefore, at block
80, the packet is transmitted to device D4. Referring
again to Fig. 1, after the packet is received by device D4,
routing consistent with non-IP network procedures con-
tinues until the packet data is delivered to the designated
destination device DN.
[0112] Referring once again to block 78, were HMI S1
is not authorized to access designated destination device
DN, control passes to block 82 where firewall 30 performs
a secondary security function. After each of blocks 80
and 82, control passes back up to block 68 and the proc-
ess is repeated for the next encapsulated and transmitted
dual protocol data packet.
[0113] Referring to Fig. 5, a secondary security func-
tion 56 that may be substituted for block 82 in Fig. 4 is
illustrated. To this end, referring also to Fig. 4, after block
78, if HMI S1 is not authorized to access destination de-
vice DN, control passes to block 56 where firewall 30
transmits a message to HMI S1 indicating that the HMI
S1 has no right to access destination device DN. After
block 56, control passes back to block 68 and the method
described above with respect to Fig. 4 continues.
[0114] Referring to Fig. 6, another exemplary second-
ary security function 58 that may be substituted for block
82 in Fig. 4 is illustrated. Referring also to Fig. 4, if the
HMI S1 is not authorized to access destination device
DN, control passes from block 78 to block 58 where fire-
wall 30 generates a log or archive that reflects the com-
munication attempt. Referring also to Fig. 1, the log is
recorded in an audit/archive database which forms part
of database 24. An exemplary log may identify various
types of information about the attempted access includ-
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ing the source used to attempt access, information iden-
tifying the data from the packet, information identifying
the path specified by the packet, the time at which the
attempted access occurred, where more than one at-
tempt to access occurs, the number of attempts, etc. After
block 58, control again passes to block 68 in Fig. 4 where
the process described above continues.
[0115] Referring to Fig. 7, one other secondary secu-
rity function 60 that may be substituted for block 82 in
Fig. 4 as illustrated. Referring also to Fig. 4, if the source
is not authorized to access the designated destination
device, control passes to block 60 where firewall 30 gen-
erates a warning signal indicating an unauthorized ac-
cess attempt. Here, the warning may be transmitted di-
rectly to security/configuration server 14 so that security
or other administrative type personnel can determine if
any action should be taken in response to the unauthor-
ized access attempt.
[0116] In at least some cases, two or more of the sec-
ondary security functions described above with respect
to Figs. 5 through 7 may be performed when unauthor-
ized access is attempted. For instance, in at least some
cases, it is contemplated that a firewall 30 will generate
a log of unauthorized access attempt as well as generate
a warning indicating an unauthorized access attempt.
Similarly, in other cases, the firewall may transmit a mes-
sage to a source indicating no right to access a destina-
tion device, generate a log and generate a warning. Other
secondary security functions are contemplated.
[0117] While an embodiment that has been described
above wherein a firewall identifies a final destination de-
vice specified by a non-IP packet and restricts transmis-
sion past the firewall as a function thereof, it should be
appreciated that similar systems are contemplated
wherein the firewall may be programmed instead to iden-
tify all devices corresponding to addresses in the trans-
mission path specified by the no-IP packet and may re-
strict further transmission when the source is not author-
ized to access any one or more of the those devices. For
example, referring again to Fig. 1, where HMI S1 is not
authorized to access device D5 but is authorized access
each of devices D4 and D6 through DN, when firewall 30
receives a data packet from HMI S1 that specifies a path
through devices D4, D5 and D6 through DN, firewall 30
would identify each of devices D4, D5 and D6 through
DN in the packet and would halt transmission past the
firewall 30 because HMI S1 is not authorized to access
device D5.
[0118] In at least some embodiments where HMIs such
as HMI S1 are usable by system users to access indus-
trial control devices, it is contemplated that access may
be restricted as a function of user identity. For example,
a first user U1 using HMI S1 may be restricted to access-
ing only a first subset of the control devices including
devices D1, D2, D5, D6, D7 and so on, while a second
user U2 is restricted to accessing only a second subset
of the devices including devices D1, D2, D8, D90, D101,
D129, etc., despite the fact that each of users U1 and U2

uses the same HMI S1 at different times.
[0119] Referring once again to Fig. 3, in addition to
listing sources S1, S2, etc., column 52 also lists separate
user identifiers U1, U2, U3, etc. For each user identifier
in column 52, device access column 54 lists a subset of
the control devices and components accessible by the
specific user. For example, for the user associated with
user identifier U1, accessible devices include devices D1,
D2, D5, D6, etc., while accessible devices by the user
associated with identifier U2 include devices D1, D2, D8,
D90, D101, etc.
[0120] In order to restrict device and component ac-
cess as a function of user identity, user identity has to be
determined. In at least some embodiments, it is contem-
plated that security/configuration server 14 may be pro-
grammed to identify a user’s identity whenever a user
initially attempts to communicate via network 26 and prior
to any attempts to access control devices. To this end,
server 14 may be programmed to provide a log on agent
22 via HMI S1 which requires a user name and password,
uses biometric (e.g., fingers print scan, iris scan, voice
recognition, etc.) techniques, etc., to positively identify a
user. Here, after server 14 positively identifies a user,
server 14 may be programmed to associate the user with
the specific HMI used by the user during the user iden-
tifying process. For example, where the user uses HMI
S1 during the identifying process and to link to IP network
26, server 14 associates HMI S1 with the specific user’s
identity. The associated source and user data is stored
in an HMI/user database that forms part of database 24
(see again Fig. 1).
[0121] An exemplary HMI/user database 120 is illus-
trated in Fig. 8 and includes an HMI column 122 and a
current user column 124. As the label implies, HMI col-
umn 122 lists each of the HMI sources currently being
used with system 10. Column 124 lists a current user of
each of the HMIs in column 122. For example, column
124 indicates that user U1 is currently using HMI S1, that
user U101 is currently using HMI S3, and so on.
[0122] Referring once again to Figs. 1 and 2, after a
user has been associated with an HMI in the HMI/user
database, when one of the firewalls (e.g., 30) receives
an information packet 32, the firewall 30 can identify the
source of the packet in field 34 and can then access HMI/
user database 120 (see again Fig. 8) to identify the cur-
rent user of the HMI. Thereafter, the firewall 30 can ac-
cess control database 50 to identify the subset of control
devices and components that are accessible by the iden-
tified user and can restrict access to the devices when
appropriate.
[0123] Referring now to Fig. 9, an exemplary method
90 for restricting access to control devices as a function
of user identity is illustrated. Here again, it is assumed
that appropriate firewalls have been provided and that
an access control database akin to database 50 in Fig.
3 has been stored in database 24. Referring also to Figs.
1, 2, 3 and 8, at block 94, server 14 interrogates a user
via HMI S1 to identify the user’s identity. At block 96,
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server 14 correlates and stores the user identity with the
HMI identifier S1 in the HMI/user database when the user
logs onto IP network 26 successfully. At block 98, the
user performs some activity causing HMI S1 to attempt
to access one of the control devices via encapsulating
and transmitting a dual protocol packet at block 98. For
the purposes of this explanation, it will be assumed that
the users activities caused HMI S1 to attempt to access
device DN. At block 100, firewall 30 intercepts the packet
and at block 102, firewall 30 decapsulates the received
packet to identify the path and destination device infor-
mation as well as the source of the data packet (i.e.,
which HMI transmitted the packet). In the present exam-
ple, the firewall 30 identifies HMI S1 as the source of the
packet. At block 104, firewall 30 accesses the stored HMI/
user database and identifies the user currently associat-
ed with HMI S1. In the present example, fire wall 30 iden-
tifies user U1 at block 104.
[0124] Continuing, at block 106, firewall 30 accesses
access control database 50 (see again Fig. 3). At block
108, firewall 30 uses database 50 to determine if user
U1 has authority to access designated target DN. At block
110, where the user U1 does not have authority to access
the designated target, control passes to block 114 where
a secondary security function is performed. Here, the
secondary security function may be any of the functions
described above with respect to Figs. 5, 6 or 7, may be
a subset of those functions or may be any other suitable
security function. After for block 114, control passes back
up to block 98 where the process described above is
repeated.
[0125] Referring again to block 110, where user U1
has authority to access the designated target, control
passes to block 112 where the data packet is transmitted
to the destination device. After block 112, control passes
back up to block 98 where the process described above
is repeated.
[0126] Although not illustrated, in other cases it is con-
templated that the user identifying subprocess (e.g., re-
quiring entry of a user name and password, biometric
analysis, etc.) may be performed by each of the decap-
sulating firewalls 28, 30, 31, etc. Here, for instance, when
a data packet 32 (see again Fig. 2) is received by a fire-
wall, such as firewall 30, firewall 30 may be programmed
to identify the packet source in field 34 and perform an
interrogation of the user currently employing the source
prior to decapsulating the other portions of the data pack-
et. In this case, if user identity is successfully verified,
the firewall may be programmed to store correlated HMI/
user information in a HMI/user database 120 like the one
illustrated in Fig. 8 for subsequent use until the HMI (e.g.,
S1) and user association is discontinued. For instance,
when an HMI user logs off an HMI the HMI/user associ-
ation may be broke. As another example, if a certain pe-
riod of time (e.g., 30 minutes) without HMI activity occurs,
the HMI/user association may be broke.
[0127] In addition to restricting device and component
access as a function of user identity, in at least some

embodiments it is contemplated that access may be re-
stricted in other ways as well. For example, in at least
some cases, it may be advantageous to restrict access
to specific control devices so that access can only occur
during specific times, such as during normal first shift
business hours of 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. or during normal
maintenance hours, such as between 10:00 A.M. and
11:00 A.M. In other cases, it may be desirable to restrict
access as a function of the location of a source attempting
to access a device or component. For example, in at least
some cases, while it may be desirable to allow HMI users
inside a facility to access control devices, persons out-
side a manufacturing facility often should not be able to
access control devices within the facility. Referring again
to Fig. 1, when HMI S1 is used in an attempt to access
configuration 21 devices from a location outside a facility
associated with configuration 21, access should be re-
stricted while, when HMI S1 is within the facility, a lesser
amount of restriction may be appropriate.
[0128] As another example, with certain types of de-
vices and components, it may be desirable to restrict ac-
cess thereto such that, the devices and components can
only be accessed when an HMI to be used to access the
devices is in a position in which the user of the HMI has
the ability to clearly view how the devices are operating.
Here, separate zones within a facility may be specified
and associated with specific devices such that access to
the devices and components via an HMI (e.g., S1) is only
allowed when the HMI S1 is located within the associated
zone. To identify HMI location any of several different
systems can be employed. For example, where HMI S1
has to be physically linked via hardwire to network 26,
location can be determined by identifying the location of
the linkage. In other cases where HMI S1 is equipped for
wireless communication within a facility or outside the
facility, access points or the like can be used to generate
data usable through a triangulation or other type proce-
dure to identify the location of HMI S1. Methods for using
wireless signals to identify HMI location are well known
and therefore are not described herein detail.
[0129] In addition to separately using user identity,
time, location and other non-packet characteristics to re-
strict device and component access, subsets of those
non-packet characteristics can be used to restrict access.
For example, user U1 may be restricted such that user
U1 can only access device D2 between 10:00 A.M. and
11:00 A.M., but during that time, may be able to access
device D2 from any location while user U2 is restricted
such that user U2 can access device D2 between 9:00
A.M. and 4:00 P.M. but can only access device D2 during
that time period when an HMI used by user U2 is within
a first zone (i.e., zone 1) within the facility. Other combi-
nations of non-packet characteristics on which to restrict
access are contemplated.
[0130] Moreover, in at least some cases access to cer-
tain devices could be restricted as a function of non-user
and non-source non-packet characteristics such as time,
source location, etc. For instance, when a source is lo-
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cated outside a facility associated with configuration 21,
irrespective of which source is used to attempt access
or, in the case of an HMI, which user is using the HMI,
access may be prohibited. Similarly, access may also be
prohibited to certain devices during hours outside a nor-
mal business day irrespective of source or HMI user iden-
tity.
[0131] Referring now to Fig. 10, an exemplary relative-
ly more detailed access control database 126 is illustrat-
ed which includes, among other columns, a user column
128, a device access column 130, a time column 132
and a location column 134. User column 128 lists the
users U1, U2, etc. that are authorized to access system
10 for any purpose. Access column 130 lists a subset of
configuration 21 devices for each one of the users in col-
umn 128 that are accessible by the user. For example,
for user U1, column 130 lists devices D1, D2, D5, D6, etc.
[0132] Referring still to Fig. 10, time column 132 spec-
ifies a period for each combination of a user and one of
the devices or a subset of the devices listed in column
130. For example, for the combination of user U1 and
device D1, column 132 lists a time period between 9:00
A.M. and 4:00 P.M. which means that user U1 can access
device D1 during the period between 9:00 A.M. and 4:
00 P.M. Similarly, for the combination including user U1
and device D2, column 132 lists the time period between
times 10:00 A.M. and 11:00 A.M. which indicates that
user U1 can access device D2 during the one hour be-
tween 10:00 and 11:00 A.M. An "All" designation in col-
umn 132 indicates that an associated user in column 128
can access an associated device in column 130 at any
time.
[0133] Referring yet again to Fig. 10, location column
134 lists location restrictions for each use-device combi-
nation in columns 128 and 130. For example, for the com-
bination including user U1 and either of devices D5 or
D6, location column 134 indicates that the devices D5
and D6 can only be accessed by user U1 when an HMI
used by user U1 is located within a Zone 7 within a facility.
An "All" designation in column 134 indicates that access
can be had from any location in which an HMI is linkable
to IP network 26.
[0134] While database 126 is more complicated than
the previously described access control database 50 il-
lustrated in Fig. 3, it should be appreciated that operation
of firewalls in a manner consistent with database 126 is
similar to operation using simple database 50. To this
end, referring again to Figs. 1 and 9, process 90 in Fig.
9 performed by server 14 and the firewalls would be sim-
ilar to the process described above except that at blocks
106 through 110, a firewall would use the additional non-
packet information or characteristics in database 126 to
determine whether or not the user has authority to access
the designated target device or component. For instance,
where firewall 30 identifies user U1 at block 104 and the
designated destination device is D5, at block 108, firewall
30 determines that access by user U1 to device D5 can
only occur between 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. and can

only occur when the HMI used by user U1 is within Zone
7. Firewall 30 can identify the current time and compare
it to the required period and can obtain HMI location in-
formation from a device tracking system (not illustrated)
and compare that information to the boundaries that de-
fine Zone 7. Where the user’s HMI is within Zone 7 and
the current time is between 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.,
user U1 is authorized to access device D5 and control
passes to block 112. Where the HMI is not located in
Zone 7 or the current time is not within the time period
9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M., control passes to block 114 where
a secondary security function is performed.
[0135] One other way to restrict device and component
access is to restrict the access as a function of employee
type or training of a particular user type. For example,
many facilities may employ maintenance engineers com-
missioning engineers, industrial engineers, plant man-
agers, line operators, operators of specific line types, etc.
While each of these types of employees likely will require
access to some control devices to perform their jobs, in
most cases, the subsets of devices that need to be ac-
cessed by the different employees will be different. Here,
it is contemplated that different job titles that reflect user
types may be assigned to each system 10 user and that
different access rights may be provided as a function of
the user type. For instance, a maintenance engineer may
be authorized to access a first subset of control devices
while a line operator may be authorized to access a sec-
ond subset of control devices. In this case, when a firewall
30 receives a packet and uses packet information to iden-
tify the user of the HMI (e.g., laptop S1) used to transmit
the packet, the firewall may further be programmed to
identify the job title associated with the user and there-
after to identify the subset of devices and components
accessible by the specific user.
[0136] Referring now to Fig. 11, an exemplary access
control database 140 usable to control device and com-
ponent access as a function of user type is illustrated.
Database 140 includes a type-device access section 142
and a user type section 150. Section 142 includes a user
type column 146 and an access column 148. User type
column 146 lists user types for each of the different types
of employees that may require access to any control de-
vices with configuration 21. For example, in Fig. 11, user
types include a maintenance engineer, a commissioning
engineer, a plant manager, a line 3 operator, etc. Access
column 148 lists a subset of devices accessible by each
one of the user types in column 146. For example, de-
vices D4, D5, D6, etc. are listed for the maintenance en-
gineer designation in column 146 while devices D1, D2,
D8, D90, etc. are listed for the commissioning engineer
designation in column 146.
[0137] Referring still to Fig. 11, user type section 150
includes a user column 152 and a type column 144. Each
of the system 10 users authorized to access at least one
control device is listed in column 152. For example, users
U1 and U2 as well as other users are listed in column
152. Type column 144 lists a user type for each one of
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the users in column 152. For example, the user type
"maintenance engineer" has been assigned to each of
users U1 and U2 in column 152 while type "commission-
ing engineer" has been assigned to user U3 in column
152.
[0138] Referring still to Fig. 11 and also to Figs. 1 and
9, to restrict access as a function job titles or user types,
after a firewall has identified the identity of a user that
caused an HMI to transmit a packet intercepted thereby
at block 104, at block 108, the firewall uses database 140
to determine whether or not the user has authority to
access the designated destination device. To this end,
the firewall first uses user characteristics section 150 of
database 140 to determine the type of user (e.g., main-
tenance engineer, commissioning engineer, plant man-
ager, etc.). Assuming that user U1 caused the packet to
be transmitted, the firewall uses section 150 to determine
that user U1 is a maintenance engineer. Next, after iden-
tifying the user type, the firewall uses database section
142 to identify devices that the user is authorized to ac-
cess and restricts as a function of the device list in column
148.
[0139] In most cases essential control method and
processes in an industrial environment will be supported
entirely by control components and devices linked via
the non-IP network and within configuration 21. Here, to
ensure that essential methods and processes are always
performed as quickly as possible, and in at least some
cases, it is contemplated that, when the firewalls intercept
data packets, the firewalls will be programmed to priori-
tize packets transmitted thereby onto the non-IP network.
In this regard, referring to Fig. 10, access control data-
base 126 includes a priority column 136 where priority
column 136 lists different priorities for each one of the
user and device combinations in columns 128 and 130.
For instance, a priority P3 is listed in column 136 for the
combination including user U1 and device D1 while a
priority P1 is provided in column 136 for the combination
including user U1 and device D5 in columns 128 and
130, respectively, where priority P1 is a higher priority
than priority P3. In this case, it is contemplated that non-
IP network communications all have assigned priority val-
ues so that when a firewall (e.g., see 30 in Fig. 1) trans-
mits a packet, the priority assigned to the packet by the
firewall can be compared to the priorities of non-IP net-
work packets and can be routed accordingly.
[0140] Referring now to Fig. 12, an exemplary sub-
process 250 that may be substituted for block 112 in Fig.
9 is illustrated. Referring also to Figs. 1 and 9, after a
firewall determines that a user has authority to access a
designated destination device, control passes from block
110 to block 252 where firewall 20 accesses the priority
data in database 126 (see again Fig. 10). The firewall
uses the priority data in column 136 to identify the priority
of a packet having the non-packet characteristics asso-
ciated therewith listed in columns 128, 130, 132 and 134.
After priority has been identified, at block 256, the firewall
transmits the packet to the destination device or compo-

nent in a manner consistent with the priority data.
[0141] In many cases, while it may be desirable to allow
a specific user to access specific devices and compo-
nents for specific purposes, it may not be desired to allow
the user to access the devices and components for other
purposes (e.g., to facilitate other applications). For ex-
ample, while it may be desirable to allow a plant manager
to monitor virtually any device activity within a facility, it
may be undesirable to allow a plant manager to alter or
control device operations. Thus, according to another as-
pect of at least some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, device access may be limited or restricted on an
application by application basis. In this regarding, refer-
ring once again to Fig. 10, an applications column 135
is provided within database 126 where applications col-
umns 135 lists separate applications for each one of the
user and device combinations in columns 128 and 130,
respectively. For instance, for the combination including
user U1 and device D1 in columns 128 and 130, column
135 lists applications A1, A3 and A4 meaning that only
applications A1, A3 and A4 can be affected by user U1
on device D1. In other words, applications A2 and appli-
cations A5, A6 and so on can not be performed by user
U1 on device D1.
[0142] In many cases, when a user causes an HMI to
access a device by sending data packets, it is impossible
to determine the application to be performed via the de-
vice from a single packet. Thus, in at least some embod-
iments, it is contemplated that the firewalls will be pro-
grammed to accumulate information packets intercepted
thereby until intended applications associated with the
accumulated packets can be identified from the packet
information. For instance, in one simple case, a firewall
may have to accumulate 100 information packets in order
to identify a specific type of application to be affected by
the accumulated packets. Here, the firewall would store
the packet information until sufficient information is avail-
able to identify the intended application. Once the intend-
ed application is identified, the firewall accesses data-
base 126 and determines whether or not the intended
application is authorized (e.g., whether or not the appli-
cation appears in the listing in column 135 corresponding
to the user and device combination in columns 128 and
130, respectively).
[0143] Referring now to Fig. 13, a sub-method 270 that
may be substituted for blocks 102, 104, 106, 108 and
110 in Fig. 9 is illustrated. Referring also to Figs. 1 and
9, after a firewall intercepts an data packet at block 100,
control passes to block 272 in Fig. 13. At block 272, the
firewall decapsulates the received data packet to access
target information, packet data and the packet source
(e.g., to identify the HMI that transmitted the packet). At
block 274, the firewall accesses the stored HMI/user da-
tabase and identifies the HMI user. At block 276, the fire-
wall accesses the access control database 126 (see
again Fig. 10). At block 278, the firewall uses the packet
data to attempt to identify the intended application to be
performed on the target device. At block 280, where the
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data from the packet and data from other preceding pack-
ets is insufficient to identify the application, control pass-
es to block 282 where the packet information is stored.
At block 284, the firewall receives next data packet and
control passes back up to block 272 where the decapsu-
lating and analysis process is repeated as described
above.
[0144] Referring again to block 280, if the intended ap-
plication has been identified, control passes from block
280 to block 286. At block 286, the firewall uses the ac-
cess control database 126 to determine if the user has
authority to access the designated destination device and
to affect the intended application. At block 288 where the
user has authority to access and to affect the intended
application, control passes to block 112 in Fig. 9 where
all of the stored packet information is transmitted to the
destination device. However, at block 288, where the us-
er does not have the authority to access the device or
does not have the authority to affect the intended appli-
cation, control passes back to block 114 in Fig. 9 where
a secondary function is performed.
[0145] According to one additional aspect of the
present invention, in at least some embodiments, it is
contemplated that security server 14 (see again Fig. 1)
may be useable in a learn mode or during a learning
process to monitor use of an HMI by a particular user
type to identify expected control device access for that
user type so that the security server 14 can establish
access control rules for populating an access control da-
tabase. In this regard, in at least some cases it is con-
templated that prior to a learning procedure for a specific
user type, no restrictions have been specified in an ac-
cess control database for restricting user access to the
industrial control devices in configuration 21. Here, dur-
ing the learning process an HMI user of the type associ-
ated with the specific process performs various tasks re-
quired to perform his job. During task performance the
user’s HMI forms and transmits data packets on IP net-
work 26 that designate destination devices within config-
uration 21. Whenever one of the firewalls 28, 30, 31, etc.,
receives a data packet from the HMI, the firewall passes
the packet on to the destination device without restriction.
[0146] Security server 14 is programmed to monitor
communications between the HMI and the configuration
21 devices and store records of device access. In this
regard, the firewalls 28, 30, 31, etc., may cooperate to
transmit copies of information packets from HMIs cur-
rently being tracked by server 14 to server 14 so that
server 14 can store records of device access. In addition
to storing records identifying that access has occurred,
the server 14 may also identify and store other non-pack-
et characteristics such as the times at which the access
occurs, the locations of the HMI when access occurs, the
frequency of access, etc. Moreover, server 14 may also
be programmed to identify the nature of the access per-
formed by an HMI during a learning process. For exam-
ple, server 14 may be programmed to determine whether
or not the access was associated with a monitoring ac-

tivity, a value setting or control activity, a data exchange
or some other type of activity. After a learning process
has been completed, server 14 can use the stored access
information to populate a portion of an access control
database like database 50 in Fig. 3 in a simple case or,
to populate a more complex control database like data-
base 126 in Fig. 10 or database 140 in Fig. 11.
[0147] Referring now to Fig. 14, an exemplary learning
process 230 is illustrated. At block 232, a system admin-
istrator uses HMI 16 to place security server 14 in a learn-
ing mode so that server 14 can identify access typically
required of a specific user type. Next, at block 234, the
administrator uses HMI 16 to specify a specific user type
and to specify an HMI to be tracked. For example, at
block 234, the administrator may indicate that the current
learning procedure will be used identify access activity
required by a maintenance engineer and may specify
HMI S1 as the HMI to be tracked during the learning
process. Hereinafter it will be assumed that the learning
process is for a maintenance engineer type user and that
HMI S1 is to be tracked during the learning process.
[0148] Continuing, referring to Fig. 14, at block 236,
while a maintenance engineer uses HMI S1 to perform
routine maintenance activities on the configuration 21
control devices, server 14 tracks device access by HMI
S1. At block 238, server 14 stores HMI S1 access infor-
mation. At block 240, server 14 monitors for some indi-
cation that the learning process should be ended (e.g.,
a learn process complete signal from HMI 16). At block
242, while the learning process continues, control loops
back up to block 236 where the process including blocks
236, 238 and 240 is repeated. At block 242, when a sys-
tem administrator uses HMI 16 to indicate that the learn-
ing process has been completed, control passes to block
244 where server 14 updates the access control data-
base. In the present example, the changes to the access
control database may result in supplementing a type/de-
vice access section 142 of an access control database
as illustrated in Fig. 11 where device access indicates
devices accessed via HMI S1 during the learning proc-
ess.
[0149] While the learning process has been described
above in the context of a method for identifying access
required by a specific user type, it should be appreciated
that a similar process could be performed for a system
user type, the administrator identifies a specific user at
the beginning of the learning process.
[0150] According to one other aspect of at least some
embodiments of the present invention, it is contemplated
that HMI 16 may also be used by a system administrator
to manually specify access control information. In this
regard, server 14 may be provided with a full specification
related to the industrial control devices that form config-
uration 21 so that information related to configuration 21
can be provided via HMI 16 allowing the administrator to
manually select devices or subsets of the devices to be
accessible by specific system users, specific sources
(e.g., specific laptops, specific servers and databases,
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etc.), and, where contemplated, to specify other non-
packet characteristics to affect access restriction. Here,
the configuration 21 information presented via HMI 16
may take any of several different forms including, but not
limited to, a hierarchical list of control devices, a graphic
view of the control devices such as a tree, an iconic graph-
ical view, etc.
[0151] Referring now to Figs. 1 and 15, an exemplary
administrator’s HMI screenshot 180 that may be present-
ed via HMI 16 during manual access control specification
is illustrated. Window 180 includes instructions 182 to
guide an administrator to provide information required to
provide access control information. In addition, window
180 includes a sub-window 184 in which a configuration
graphic consistent with configuration 21 in Fig. 1 is pre-
sented where each control device within configuration 21
is separately presented and linking relationships there-
between are also shown. Moreover, a mouse controllable
selection icon 194 is provided that can be moved within
sub-window 184 to point to different control devices
therein. When icon 194 is pointing at one of the device
icons within sub-window 184, a selection activity (e.g., a
double click on a controlling mouse) causes the device
icon to be highlighted. In Fig. 15, each of devices D4 and
D5 are shown as being highlighted via cross-hatches
therethrough.
[0152] Referring still to Fig. 15, a double arrow icon
181 is provided adjacent a user indicator field 195 which,
in Fig. 15, indicates user U1. Here it is contemplated that
icon 181 may be used to scroll through different known
system users for which access control information has
already been placed in the access control database so
that the administrator can easily switch from one user to
the next during a specifying procedure. Where access
control information has already been stored for one of
the users, when the administrator scrolls to that user’s
identity via icon 181, in at least some cases, it is contem-
plated that a graphic of configuration 21 for the specific
user would automatically be provided within sub-window
184 and would indicate, via highlighting, devices control-
lable by a particular user. For new users, the administra-
tor can simply provide an identifier (e.g., U1) in field 195
corresponding to the new user. Referring again to Fig.
15, window 180 also includes an enter icon 186. After
device icons to be accessible by a specific user have
been selected via sub-window 184, when enter icon 186
is selected, in at least some cases, a simple access con-
trol database like database 50 in Fig. 3 is supplemented
for the specific user.
[0153] In other cases, where additional non-packet
characteristics are to be used to restrict device access,
when enter icon 186 is selected in Fig. 15, other speci-
fying tools may be provided via interface 16. For example,
in at least some cases, when icon 186 is selected in Fig.
15, another HMI window like window 200 in Fig. 16 may
be provided. In Fig. 16, additional instructions 202 are
provided for a system administrator to guide the admin-
istrator in specifying other important non-packet charac-

teristics for restricting access. In the present example,
the instructions indicate that for the devices D4 and D5
that were selected via sub-window 184 in Fig. 15, the
administrator should indicate access times and specify
required locations for the specific user to access. In ad-
dition, for each of devices D4 and D5, a separate non-
packet characteristics specifying window 217 and 221,
respectively, is provided. Each of windows 217 and 221
is similar and therefore, in the interest of simplifying this
explanation, only aspects of window 217 corresponding
to device D4 will be described here. Within window 217,
start and stop time fields 219 and 218, respectively, are
provided that can be used by the administrator to specify
start and stop times at the beginning and end of a period
during which the particular user should be able to access
device D4, respectively. In addition, two headed arrow
icons are provided in each of the time fields 219 and 218,
only one of the two headed arrow icons 215 labeled. The
two headed arrow icons may be selected via mouse con-
trolled cursor 208 to change the corresponding start or
stop time.
[0154] Referring still to Fig. 16, window 217 also in-
cludes a location restriction sub-window 223 that can be
used to specify locations in which the particular user
should be able to access device D4. Within sub-window
223, a list of possible location restricting spaces is pro-
vided including an "All" designation, a Zone 1 designa-
tion, a Zone 2 designation, etc. Cursor 208 can be used
to select one of the location restriction designations. A
selection box 225 is provided around the selected loca-
tion restriction designation. For example, in Fig. 16, box
225 is provided around the All designation indicating that,
as currently set, the user should be able to access device
D4 from all locations. A double headed arrow icon 227
is provided within window 223 to allow the administrator
to scroll through location restriction designations where
more than the four illustrated designations are possible.
[0155] Referring still to Fig. 16, window 200 also in-
cludes an enter icon 204 and a double headed arrow icon
206 near a lower edge thereof. Double headed arrow
icon 206 can be used to scroll through different device
windows like windows 217 and 221 when more than two
devices are selected via sub-window 184 in Fig. 15. After
time and location restriction information has been spec-
ified via windows 217 and 221, when enter icon 204 is
selected, server 14 compiles the information specified
via windows 180 and 200 and supplements an access
control database similar to the database illustrated in Fig.
10.
[0156] Referring now to Fig. 17, a method or process
160 for manually configuring an access control database
using an administrator’s HMI is illustrated. At block 162
a control configuration specification (e.g., a graphical
specification or a directory view type specification) is pro-
vided. At block 166, an administrator’s interface 16 is
provided. At block 170, device selection tools and non-
packet characteristics setting tools where necessary, like
tools illustrated in Figs. 15 or 16 or tools akin thereto, are
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provided via HMI 16. At block 172, after the administrator
uses the HMI tools to specify access control information,
the access restriction information is provided to server
14 which, at block 174, updates the access control da-
tabase.
[0157] While two different methods for specifying ac-
cess control database information are described above,
one in which the security server performs a learning proc-
ess and another in which a system administrator manu-
ally specifies access control information, in at least some
cases it is contemplated that a hybrid system may be
provided wherein, during a learning process, the server
14 performs a process similar to the process described
above. Thereafter, an administrator may use interface
tools like those described above with respect to Figs. 15
and 16 to analyze the access control information that
resulted from the learning process and to modify that
access information. To this end, for example, referring
again to Fig. 15, after a learning process for user U1, the
administrator may access a screen shot like the one il-
lustrated in Fig. 15 for user U1 where all accessed de-
vices are shown as highlighted. Here, the administrator
may either move on to a screen like that shown in Fig.
16 to see the non-packet characteristics that resulted
from the learning process or may manually select other
devices via sub-window 184 to be accessible or deselect
highlighted devices in sub-window 184 that should not
be accessible.
[0158] What has been described above includes ex-
amples of the present invention. It is, of course, not pos-
sible to describe every conceivable combination of com-
ponents or methodologies for purposes of describing the
present invention, but one of ordinary skill in the art may
recognize that many further combinations and permuta-
tions of the present invention are possible. Accordingly,
the present invention is intended to embrace all such
alterations, modifications, and variations that fall within
the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
[0159] For example, while access control information
is described above as indicating devices that can be ac-
cessed and non-packet characteristics that correspond
to access rights, in other embodiment the access control
information may instead identify devices that cannot be
accessed or non-packet characteristics that correspond
to inaccessible conditions. For instances, referring again
to Fig. 3, for user U1, the device access list in column 54
may list devices D3, D8, D9, etc., that are not accessible
by user U1 and in that case the firewalls would only allow
access to devices that are not listed in column 54. In
addition, referring again to Fig. 1, while the comparing
steps have been described above as being performed
by firewalls 28, 30 and 31, in at least some cases, it should
be appreciated that the comparison steps may be per-
formed by server 14. Moreover, while firewalls 28, 30 and
31 are illustrated as being separate devices or compo-
nents within the overall system 10, it should be appreci-
ated that each one of the firewalls may take any of several
different forms. For example, firewall 28 may be embed-

ded within PLC1, may be its own standalone device or
may run on a remote server.
[0160] In addition, referring again to Fig. 1, while fire-
walls 28 and 30 are shown as being located between
sources 27 and the devices within network 21, firewalls
may be linked to the other components described in any
of several ways and the devices and sources may be
programmed to communicate accordingly. For instance,
in at least some applications firewalls 28 and 30 may be
programmed to physically intercept any communications
transmitted to destination devices within network 21 even
if those communications do not specify one of the fire-
walls as a path device. Thus, for example, where source
S1 is used to transmit a packet identifying the address
of PLC1 as the IP destination (see field 36 in Fig. 2), fire
wall 28 may be programmed to monitor network 26 for
all communications specifying PLC1 as an IP address
and to then intercept those communications to be scru-
tinized as described above.
[0161] As another instance, firewalls (e.g., 28, 30) may
be employed and referenced as network devices that
separate network 21 from sources 27. Here, firewalls 28
and 30 may be placed within the overall network so that
the firewalls physically separate network 21 from sources
27. In this case, when a source is used to access/control
one of the devices within network 21, the source may be
programmed to route a data packet to one of the firewalls
as if the firewall was one of the devices within network
21. In other words, referring to Figs., 1 and 2, a packet
may specify the address of firewall 28 in IP destination
address field 36 and the Non-IP path address fields 38,
40, etc. , may then specify the network devices PLC1,
D0, D1, etc. In this case the data packets are not inter-
cepted by the firewalls but are directed specifically to the
firewalls as part of the network 21.

Exemplary System

[0162] Now an exemplary system will be described
wherein a second or embedded protocol that is embed-
ded in an IP packet is the CIP protocol.
[0163] In addition to specifying a routing or communi-
cation path for packets, the CIP protocol also enables
specification of specific activities that should be per-
formed by a target network device. To this end, the CIP
protocol enables specification of a specific "object" as-
sociated with a target network device that is associated
with a packet as well as a service to be performed at, by
or related to the object. With respect to the "object" con-
cept, this concept contemplates a hierarchical organiza-
tion of device functions and features including, in at least
some cases, a class level, an instance level and an at-
tributes level. For instance, an exemplary class may in-
clude a general class of devices such as proximity sen-
sors. An instance of a proximity sensor, as the label im-
plies, is a single occurrence of a proximity sensor. For
example, in at least some cases a single network device
may include three instances of the proximity sensor class
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(i.e., the device includes three separate proximity sen-
sors). Instance attributes are functional or operational
characteristics associated with either a class or an in-
stance of a class. For example, a proximity sensor may
be able to be operated in either one of two different ways.
First, a proximity sensor may be able to precisely sense
proximity of a part at a station along a transfer line and
generate a variable signal to indicate a precise distance
between the sensor and the part. Second, the proximity
sensor may be able to operate in a binary fashion to in-
dicate either presence or absence of a part at a transfer
line station. Here, the mode of sensor operation (i.e., bi-
nary or precise) may be an attribute of the proximity sen-
sor class that can be altered. As another example, where
an instance of a proximity sensor is operated in the binary
mode, an attribute of the instance may be the value (i.e.,
1 or 0) of the sensor at a specific time.
[0164] In the above examples, a service to be per-
formed on the proximity sensor class may be to change
the mode of operation from binary to precise using a write
command. A service that may be performed on an in-
stance of a proximity sensor that is operating in the binary
mode may be to read the sensor value. Here, it should
be appreciated that the examples described above are
only exemplary and have been limited in the interest of
simplifying this explanation. In a working system, as one
of ordinary skill in the art would understand, a huge
number of different object classes, instances and at-
tributes are contemplated and would be supported by a
functioning system.
[0165] Referring again to Fig. 1, in the case of the CIP
protocol, to determine if a packet from a source should
be transmitted to a target or destination device, a firewall
30 may be programmed to examine an intended routing
path through the network 21 devices, the target device,
the target object (i.e., class-attribute, class-instance-at-
tribute, etc.) at a target device and perhaps the service
to be performed at, by or to the target object. The process
wherein a firewall examines target objects and services
is referred to hereinafter as "object filtering".
[0166] To support object filtering, first, objects acces-
sible to specific sources have to be identified and services
that can be initiated at, by or on specific objects. To this
end, an enhanced access database may be provided.
Referring now to Fig. 28, an exemplary access control
database 562 that may be maintained within database
24 for supporting object filtering is illustrated. Exemplary
database 562 includes a source column 552, a device
column 554, a class column 556, an instance column
558, an attribute column 560 and a service column 564.
Source column 552 lists each of the sources that may,
for any purpose, access devices within non-IP network
21. To this end exemplary sources in column 552 include
sources S1, S2. Device column 554 includes a separate
list of non-IP network devices corresponding to each of
the sources in column 552. For example, column 554
includes devices D1 and D2 corresponding to source S1
in column 552. The devices associated with a source in

column 552 include any non-IP network devices that the
corresponding source can access for any reason.
[0167] Referring still to Fig. 28, class, instance and at-
tribute columns 556, 558 and 560, respectively, together
are used to specify different device objects correspond-
ing to each of the devices in column 554. For instance,
the combination including class C1 and attribute A1 spec-
ifies a specific attribute of a specific class associated with
device D1. Similarly, the combination including class C1,
instance I1 and attribute A4 specifies a different object
associated with device D1. Other class, instance and at-
tribute combinations are contemplated and a small sub-
set thereof are illustrated in columns 556, 558 and 560.
As shown, more than one attribute may be associated
with a class or instance and more than one instance may
be associated with a single class.
[0168] Service column 564 specifies one or more serv-
ices or functions that are associated with each of the
attributes in column 560. In the example, a first service
Ser1 is associated with attribute A1 in column 560. Sim-
ilarly, two services Ser1 and Ser2 are associated with
attribute A2 in column 560. A service Ser22 corresponds
to an object including class C1, instance I1 and attribute
A4 related to device D1 and source S1 in columns 554
and 552, respectively, which means that source S1 is
authorized to initiate service Ser22 for device D1 and the
related object corresponding to the combination of class
C1, instance I1 and attribute A4.
[0169] In the case of the CIP protocol there are two
general ways in which to send data packets between
sources and target network devices. First, when only min-
imal amounts of information/data need to be transmitted
to a network device or from a network device to a source
and there is no need for a reply from the receiving com-
ponent or when only minimal back and forth communi-
cation is necessary, data packets can be sent between
a source and a network device along route paths without
forming a persistent connection path therebetween. A
communication of this type is referred to hereinafter as
an "unconnected send" because, as the label implies, a
packet is sent in one direction and a persistent connection
path is not set up between the source and device. Herein,
the phrase "persistent connection path" is used to refer
to a path that, once established, does not have to be re-
indicated each time a data packet is transmitted along
the path and that can be affirmatively eliminated.
[0170] Second, when larger quantities of information
need to be sent between a source and a network device
or when several rounds of back and forth communication
between a source and a network device are required, a
persistent communication path can be established be-
tween the source and the network device so that over-
head required to perform communications can be re-
duced appreciably (i.e., the path does not have to be re-
indicated with each transmitted packet). To establish a
persistent source to network device connection path,
several communications are required in at least some
embodiments including an initial source communication
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indicating that a persistent connection path should be
formed and specifying a communication path through the
non-IP network to a destination or target device. In ad-
dition, an initial network device communication back to
the source is required in some embodiments.
[0171] In at least some applications the initial source
communication also includes a target-to-originator (T-O)
connection ID (T-O ID) that is to be used by the target
device when the target sends packets back to the source
(i.e., the originator). Here, the source will only accept
packets back from the target network device that include
the T-O ID. Similarly, in at least some applications, the
initial network device communication also includes an
originator-to-target (O-T) connection ID (O-T ID) that is
to be used by the source (i.e., the originator) when the
source sends second and subsequent packets to the tar-
get network device. Here, the target device only accepts
packets from the source that include the O-T ID. Estab-
lishment of a connection path will be described in greater
detail below.
[0172] Hereinafter, unless indicated otherwise, the in-
itial source packet for establishing a persistent connec-
tion path with a network device will be referred to as an
"unconnected forward open request" because the packet
commences the opening of a connection path and is in-
itially unconnected (i.e., the path initially is not connect-
ed). Similarly, the initial network packet will be referred
to hereinafter as an "unconnected forward open reply"
because the packet is a reply to the open request. Pack-
ets transmitted after a connection path is established will
be referred to hereinafter as "connected send" packets
or communications. A packet to eliminate a persistent
connection path will be referred to hereinafter as an "un-
connected forward close request".
[0173] Referring to Fig. 18, an exemplary dual protocol
data packet 300 including a CIP data packet embedded
or encapsulated within an IP data packet is illustrated.
Exemplary packet 300 corresponds to a typical uncon-
nected send packet. Here, packet 300 is shown in its
simplified form and it should be appreciated that a typical
packet may include other fields populated with various
types of information useful or required for transmitting
the packet 300 from a source to a target network device.
[0174] Exemplary packet 300 is a typical IP packet
and, to that end, includes a frame that specifies packet
source and destination device as well as a data field with-
in the frame. Packet 300 includes a source ID field 302
and an IP destination address field 303. The IP packet
data field is identified by numeral 324 and includes fields
304, 306, etc. IP data field 324 is where data for delivery
to an IP destination address is typically located. In the
present case, a non-IP data packet is encapsulated in
field 324 where the packet includes non-IP path device
address fields 312, 314, 316 and 318 as well as a general
service type field 304, a connection manager field 306
and a target object path/service field 308. As in the case
of Fig. 2 above, the non-IP address fields 312, 314, 316
and 318 specify a string of addresses corresponding to

non-IP devices and specify a path for non-IP routing to
the target network device.
[0175] Referring still to Fig. 18, general service type
field 304, as the label implies, specifies a general type
of service associated with packet 300. For example, ex-
emplary general service types include an unconnected
send, a connected send, an unconnected forward open
request, an unconnected forward open reply, an uncon-
nected forward close request, etc. Here, although a small
number of general service types are described, it should
be understood that many other service types are con-
templated. In Fig. 18, as indicated in brackets, the service
type associated with packet 300 is an unconnected send
meaning that the packet 300 is to be transmitted to a
target network device without establishing or opening a
persistent connection path.
[0176] Connection manager field 306 is used to indi-
cate that the packet 300 should be internally routed within
the IP destination device to a connection manager object
within the device. Here, in at least some embodiments,
each of the non-IP network 21 devices includes a con-
nection manager object which is typically a software pro-
gram that is provided to manage communication paths
for the device. In the case of an IP destination device,
the connection manager object is capable of identifying
a general service type specified in field 304 and exam-
ining the address fields (e.g., 312, 314, etc.) to identify
the next device within the non-IP routing path to which
at least a subset of the packet 300 information should be
transmitted.
[0177] Referring still to Fig. 18, object path/service field
308, as the label implies, specifies a specific object as-
sociated with the target device and a service to be per-
formed at, by or on the object. For instance, consistent
with the above example, the object path and service field
308 may specify a specific proximity sensor instance as-
sociated with a target device and that the value of the
sensor should be read (i.e., the service is to read a value).
In this regard, referring also to Fig. 19, an exemplary
object path/service field 308 is illustrated that includes
an object field 334 and a service field 336. Object field
334 includes a class subfield 338, an instance subfield
340 and an attribute subfield 342.
[0178] Referring now to Fig. 20, an exemplary sub-
method 350 that may be substituted for a portion of the
method 62 illustrated in Fig. 4 is shown where the sub-
method corresponds to a firewall process that may be
performed when an unconnected send data packet is
intercepted where the packet includes an embedded CIP
subpacket. Referring also to Figs. 1 and 4, after a firewall
(e.g., 30) intercepts a packet at block 70, control passes
to block 352. At block 352, firewall 30 decapsulates the
received packet and identifies the packet source, the tar-
get device, an object specified in object path/service field
308 and the service specified in field 308. At block 354,
firewall 30 accesses the stored AC database (see again
Fig. 28). At block 356, firewall 30 uses the database to
determine if the source has authority to access the target
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device for any purpose. This step may comprise simply
checking the list in column 554 of the database 562 to
see if the target device is correlated with the source de-
vice in column 552. At decision block 358, where the
source does not have authority to access the target de-
vice for at least one purpose, control passes down to
block 366 where a secondary security function is per-
formed. Here, the secondary security function may take
any of several different forms including the forms de-
scribed above with respect to Figs. 4 through 7.
[0179] Referring still to Figs. 1, 18 and 20, if the source
has authority to access the target device at block 358,
control passes to block 360 where firewall 30 uses AC
database 562 to determine if the source has authority to
commence the identified service for the identified object
(i.e., object filtering). At block 362, where the source does
not have authority to commence the identified service for
the identified object, control passes to block 366. Where
the source has authority to commence the service for the
object, control passes to block 364 where packet infor-
mation is transmitted to the first device in the non-IP rout-
ing path specified by the unconnected send packet (see
address in field 312 in Fig. 18). Transmission continues
through the non-IP path until a subset of the data is re-
ceived by the target device. The target device uses the
subset of packet information to perform the service at,
on or by the object specified in field 308.
[0180] Referring now to Fig. 21, another exemplary du-
al protocol packet 370 including a CIP packet embedded
within an IP packet is illustrated. Fields in packet 370 that
are similar to fields in packet 300 described above with
respect to Fig. 18 are labeled with identical numbers and,
in the interest of simplifying this explanation, are not de-
scribed here in detail. More specifically, fields 302, 303,
306, 312, 314, 316 and 318 are akin to the identically
numbered fields in Fig. 18. In Fig. 12, however, the in-
formation in fields 302, 303, 312, 314, 316 and 318 is
generally the reverse of information in the similarly num-
bered fields in Fig. 18 (i.e., the source ID in field 302
corresponds to the original target device, the address
field 303 corresponds to the original source device and
the path specified by fields 312, 314, etc., is the inverse
of the path specified by the similarly numbered fields in
Fig. 18). In addition to fields 302, 303, 306, 312, 314, 316
and 318, packet 370 includes a general service type field
374 and a T-O ID field 377. Field 374 indicates an un-
connected forward open request meaning that a persist-
ent connection should be set up between the source and
the target device to facilitate subsequent communica-
tions. T-O ID field 377 includes a target-to-originator con-
nection ID that is generated by the source.
[0181] Referring again to Fig. 1 and also to Fig. 22, in
at least some embodiments it is contemplated that fire-
wall 30 may maintain a forward open table 402 for keep-
ing track of open or established connection paths be-
tween sources and target network devices. To this end,
exemplary table 402 includes a source IP column 390, a
destination IP column 392, a route path column 394, a

T-O connection ID column 396, an O-T connection ID
column 398 and a connection serial number column 400.
In Fig. 22, data corresponding to a single open connec-
tion path is illustrated and arranged in a single row. Nev-
ertheless, it should be appreciated that many hundreds
and even thousands of rows of data may populate table
402 at any given time in a complex system where each
row includes information associated with a different cur-
rently established path. Source IP column 390 includes
a source IP address for each open connection path. Ex-
emplary source IP address in column 390 is XJ234789.
Destination IP column 392 includes a destination IP ad-
dress corresponding an IP destination device within net-
work 21 for each address in column 390. Route path col-
umn 394 indicates a route path for each connection path
specified in table 402. In the illustrated example, the route
path includes devices D4, D5, D6, etc.
[0182] Referring still to Fig. 22 column 396 is used to
store a T-O connection ID for each of the route paths
specified in column 394. In Fig. 22, an exemplary con-
nection ID is T-O 1920. Column 398 is used to store an
O-T connection ID corresponding to each of the route
paths in column 394. In Fig. 22, exemplary connection
ID in column 398 is O-T 0349. In column 400, a separate
connection serial number is provided for each of the route
paths in column 394.
[0183] Referring to Figs. 1, 21 and 22, when an uncon-
nected forward open packet 370 is intercepted by firewall
30, firewall 30 decapsulates the packet and determines
whether or not the source specified by the packet has
authority to access the target network device specified
by the packet for any reason. Where the source has au-
thority to access the target network device for any reason,
firewall 30 populates a new connection path row in table
402 with information directly from the packet 370 includ-
ing providing information in columns 390, 392, 394 and
396. When firewall 30 populates a new connection path
row, firewall 30 also generate a connection serial number
and places the serial number is column 400 correlated
with the new connection path row. Thus, at this point, all
of the new connection path row information in table 402
is specified except for an entry in column 398. When a
source does not have authority to access the target net-
work device for at least one reason, the firewall does not
create a new connection path row in table 402 and may
perform some type of secondary security function.
[0184] Continuing, after a new connection path row is
partially populated, firewall 30 transmits a packet 370
along with the connection serial number via the desig-
nated non-IP route path to the target network device. This
subpacket is not illustrated. As a packet is received by
each of the non-IP network devices during routing to the
target device, each of the route devices decapsulates
the received packet, identifies the device from which the
packet was received, the next device along the route path
to which to transmit a subpacket and the connection serial
number, stores identification of the previous device and
next device along with the connection serial number in a
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table akin to forward open table 402 for subsequent rout-
ing and then transmits a subpacket to the next device
along the prescribed path until the target receives a sub-
packet.
[0185] When the target network device receives the
subpacket including the T-O ID and the connection serial
number, the target device recognizes the subpacket as
a forward open request and in turn generates an uncon-
nected forward open reply data packet that is transmitted
back along the connection path to the firewall 30. In Fig.
23, an exemplary unconnected forward open reply pack-
et 410 is illustrated that includes a general service type
field 414, a T-O ID field 416, an O-T ID field 418, a con-
nection serial number field 419 and a non-IP address
field 412 (this field 412 may be optional). Field 414 spec-
ifies the general service type (i.e., an unconnected for-
ward open reply in the present case). Field 416 includes
the T-O ID which is required by the target device to com-
municate with the source (i.e., the source will not accept
communications from the target device without the T-O
ID). Field 418 includes an O-T ID which is generated by
the target network device and which is required in any
communications from the source for the target device to
receive the communications. Field 419 includes the con-
nection path serial number associated with the line of
communication. Field 412 indicates the non-IP address
of the device in the non-IP connection path that precedes
the target device.
[0186] For instance, referring again to Fig. 1, where a
non-IP connection path includes devices D4, D5, D6 ...
DN-1 and DN and device DN is the target device, the
address specified in field 412 corresponds to device DN-
1. When device DN-1 receives the packet, device DN-1
uses the connection serial number in field 419 to identify
the preceding connection path device DN-2 via a lookup
table stored by device DN-1 and transmits a packet to
that device. This process is repeated until device D4 re-
ceives a reply packet and uses information therefrom to
generate an IP framed packet to be transmitted to the
source. Here, the IP framed packet includes, among oth-
er things, the T-O ID, the O-T ID and the connection serial
number corresponding to the connection path. When an
IP packet is transmitted to the source, firewall 30 inter-
cepts the packet.
[0187] Referring still to Figs. 1, 22 and 23, when firewall
30 intercepts the unconnected forward open reply pack-
et, firewall 30 identifies the O-T ID and the connection
serial number and inserts the ID in column 398 in the row
associated with the connection serial number.
[0188] After the source receives the unconnected for-
ward open reply, the source begins communicating along
the established connection path with the target network
device without having to completely specify the non-IP
routing path and hence communication overhead is re-
duced appreciably. Instead, the source need only specify
the connection serial number which is then used by the
non-IP path network devices to route to next devices
along the path until a packet is received by the target

device.
[0189] Referring to Fig. 24, an exemplary connected
send packet 420 which may be transmitted by a source
to a target network device after a connection path has
been established is illustrated. Packet 420 includes
source and IP destination address information in fields
302 and 303. A connected send type is indicated in gen-
eral service type field 424. The O-T ID is specified in field
426 and the connection serial number is specified in field
427. Here, a target object path/service field 428 is pop-
ulated with an object path and a service to be performed
on the object indicated by the object path as described
above. When a connected send packet 420 is intercepted
by firewall 30, firewall 30 decapsulates the packet, iden-
tifies the source, the target network device and the object
and service and uses that information to determine
whether or not a subpacket should be transmitted on to
the target network device.
[0190] Referring to Fig. 25, to close or eliminate a con-
nection path, a source may be programmed to transmit
an unconnected forward close type packet 430. Packet
430 includes source and IP destination information in
fields 302 and 303 as well as a general service type field
434 and a connection serial number field 436. When a
forward close packet 430 is intercepted by firewall 30,
firewall 30 decapsulates the packet, identifies the packet
as a forward close type packet by examining the infor-
mation in field 434, identifies the connection path serial
number in field 436 and then discontinues the connection
path by deleting the row corresponding thereto in table
402 (see again Fig. 22). In addition, firewall 30 allows
disconnect information to be transmitted along the con-
nection path causing devices therealong to delete path
related information from their memories.
[0191] Referring now to Figs. 26 and 27, an exemplary
method 450 for establishing an authorized connection
path between a source and a target device for commu-
nicating along the path and for eliminating an established
connection path is illustrated. Referring also to Figs. 1
and 22, at block 452, firewall 30 monitors packets that
are targeting network 21 devices. Where a forward open
request is not received at decision block 454, control
passes to block 483 in Fig. 27. Where a connected send
packet is not identified at block 483 (here it is assumed
that a connection path has previously been specified and
instantiated in a firewall forward open table), control
passes to block 498. If an unconnected forward close
packet is not identified at block 498, control passes back
up to block 452 where monitoring of intercepted packets
continues.
[0192] Referring again to Figs. 1, 22 and 26, when a
forward open request is received at decision block 454,
control passes to block 456 where firewall 30 decapsu-
lates the intercepted packet to identify the source of the
packet, the target network device, the non-IP path
through network 21 and the T-O connection ID. At block
458, firewall 30 accesses the stored AC database 562
(see Fig. 28). At block 460, firewall 30 uses the AC da-
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tabase 562 to determine if the source has authority to
connect to the target network device for any purpose. At
block 462, where the source does not have authority to
connect to the target network device, control passes to
block 482 where a secondary security function akin to
one of the functions described above is performed. After
block 482, control passes to block 483 in Fig. 27.
[0193] Referring again to decision block 462, where
the source has authority to connect to the target network
device for at least one purpose, control passes to block
464 where firewall 30 assigns a connection serial number
to the connection path between the source and the target
network device. At block 468, firewall 30 populates a por-
tion of a new row of the forward open table 402 with in-
formation including the source IP address, the destina-
tion IP address, the route path and the T-O connection
ID. At block 470, firewall 30 transmits a packet via the
non-IP path specified by the unconnected forward open
request packet to the target network device that includes
the connection serial number and the T-O ID. At block
472, the target network device encapsulates an uncon-
nected forward open reply (see Fig. 23) including an O-
T connection ID and transmits that reply to the source.
Firewall 30 intercepts the reply packet and, at block 474,
the decapsulates the unconnected forward open reply
and identifies the O-T connection ID and uses that ID to
complete the connection path row in forward open table
402 at block 478. At block 480, the non-IP network device
that separates other network 21 devices from the IP net-
work (e.g., device D4 in the present example) generates
an IP protocol reply which is transmitted back to the
source and that includes the O-T connection ID as well
as the connection serial number corresponding to the
newly open connection path. After block 480, control
passes to block 483 in Fig. 27. At this point, a new con-
nection path has been established and is instantiated in
table 402.
[0194] Referring to Fig. 27 and also to Figs. 1 and 22,
at block 483, firewall 30 monitors intercepted dual proto-
col packets targeting network 21 devices for a connected
send packet. When a connected send packet is inter-
cepted, control passes to block 486. At block 486 firewall
30 decapsulates a receive packet to access the connec-
tion serial number and thereby identify the connection
path associated with the connected send packet. At block
488, firewall 30 access the forward open table 402 and
identifies the route path associated with the connection
serial number as well as the target network device. At
block 490, firewall 30 accesses the stored AC database
562 (see Fig. 28) and at block 492 firewall 30 determines
if the intended function or service is allowed. At block
494, where the service is not allowed, control passes to
block 506 where a secondary security function is per-
formed. After block 506, control passes back up to block
452 in Fig. 26 where the monitoring process continues.
At block 494, where the function is allowed, control pass-
es to block 496 where firewall 30 transmits the connected
send packet including the T-O connection ID and the con-

nection serial number to the target network device along
the path indicated in route path column 394 (see specif-
ically Fig. 22).
[0195] Referring again to decision block 483, where a
connected send packet has not been intercepted, control
passes to block 498 where firewall 30 determines wheth-
er or not a forward close packet has been intercepted.
When a forward close packet has not been intercepted,
control passes back to block 452 in Fig. 26 where mon-
itoring continues. When a forward close packet is inter-
cepted at block 498, control passes to block 500 where
firewall 30 accesses forward open table 402 (see again
Fig. 22) and identifies the connection path row associated
with the connection serial number in the forward close
packet. At block 502, firewall 30 deletes the connection
path associated with the connection serial number in the
forward close packet and control passes back up to block
452 in Fig. 26 where monitoring continues. After a con-
nection path row has been deleted from table 402, if ad-
ditional communications are attempted using the con-
nection serial number associated with the deleted row,
firewall 30 does not allow the communications.
[0196] A communication of this type is referred to here-
inafter as an "unconnected send" because, as the label
implies, a packet is sent in one direction and a connection
is not set up between the source and device.
[0197] In at least some contemplated embodiments it
has been recognized that when a firewall denies a re-
quest from a source (e.g., a server, a computer, a network
device, etc.), the source can get "hung up" during a time-
out period (e.g., 10 seconds) if a properly formatted re-
sponse to the request is not received. To this end, many
sources maintain single string communication stacks for
communicating on a network. For instance, referring to
Fig. 29, a system 600 is illustrated where a server 590
performs five applications A1-A5 and maintains a CIP
stack 592 that lists requests 001, 012, etc. from the ap-
plications. A pointer 594 indicates a current request 011
in the stack that has most recently been transmitted 604
to a target device via network 26. Consistent with Fig. 1,
firewall 30 intercepts the request 001 and determines if
the request is to be halted or continued. In at least some
applications, after a request is transmitted 604, server
590 will wait for a response or the end of a timeout period
before processing the next request in the stack 592.
[0198] In at least some applications timeout periods
should be minimized to facilitate fast processing of all
requests in the CIP stack 592. According to another as-
pect of the present invention, when a firewall 30 deter-
mines that a request should be denied, the firewall 30 is
programmed to generate and transmit 606 a spoofed
message back to the requesting server/source where the
spoofed message has a format that will be recognized
as a response to the request. When the requesting
source receives the spoofed message and recognizes
the message as a properly formatted response, the
source processes the response and releases the CIP
stack so that the next stack request (e.g., 012 in the
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present example) can be processed.
[0199] Referring now to Fig. 30, an exemplary spoofed
response packet 610 is illustrated that includes a source
ID field 612, an IP destination address field 614, an
"Invalid Access Request" message field 616, a connec-
tion SN field 617 and a T-O ID field 618. Source ID field
612 indicates the original target device from the original
request packet and field 614 indicates the address of the
original source. In the present example the source may
be the server 590 or server stack 592. Field 618 includes
the target to originator ID (i.e., the T-O ID) from the orig-
inal request. Here, the information in fields 612, 614, and
618 is all information that is required by the source to
accept the packet 610 as a response to the associated
request packet.
[0200] In at least some cases, some of the information
(e.g., source and target identifying information) in the re-
sponse packet fields will be gleaned or obtained from the
original request communication packet. In some cases,
other information such as the connection SN in field 617
will be "bogus" information fabricated by firewall 30 to
trick the source into recognizing a communication as a
response from the target device intended for the source.
For instance, where a request corresponds to an unau-
thorized communication, clearly no connection path is to
be formed and therefore no connection SN will be re-
quired. However, if a source requires a response packet
that includes a serial number, a bogus or fake connection
SN has to be generated and used to instantiate an ap-
propriate field in a response packet.
[0201] Referring still to Fig. 30, field 616 includes a
message or some indication akin thereto that the request
was invalid or has been denied. The field 616 indication
is used by the receiving source to perform some other
function (e.g., indicate an error to a system user, begin
a process to generate another request packet, etc.).
[0202] Referring now to Fig. 31, a method 620 for main-
taining a single string communication stack is illustrated.
Referring also to Fig. 29, at block 622, stack 592 receives
a new request from one of the applications A1-A5 asso-
ciated therewith. At block 624, stack 592 adds the request
to the stack. At block 626, server 590 accesses the next
request in the stack (e.g., in a FIFO manner) and at block
628, server 590 encapsulates and transmits a packet
(see 370 in Fig. 21) corresponding to the next stack re-
quest to a corresponding target device via network 26.
At block 630, stack 592 (or server 590) starts a timeout
clock for the specific request.
[0203] Referring to Fig. 32, a sub-process 640 that may
be substituted for a portion of the process illustrated in
Fig. 20 is shown where the sub-process is for generating
a spoofed response packet when a request is denied.
Referring also to Fig. 29, when firewall 30 receives a
request on a network 26, at block 632, firewall 30 deter-
mines if the request should be halted or further proc-
essed. Where the request should be further processed,
control passes back to block 364 in Fig. 20.
[0204] At block 632, where the request is to be halted

for lack of authority, control passes to block 634. At block
634, firewall 30 generates information required to encap-
sulate a spoofed response. In the present example, re-
ferring again to Fig. 30, the required information to be
generated will include, in at least some applications, a
connection serial number (SN) as well as a rejection mes-
sage for instantiating fields 617 and 616, respectively.
Here, it should be appreciated that the data generated
at block 634 will depend on requirements set by the
source (e.g., server 590) and the type of protocol and
therefore that other types of spoofed information may be
generated. The important point here is that the spoofed
data/information and the packet format encapsulated at
block 636 should result in a packet that will be received
as a properly formatted and legitimate response by the
original source. At block 636, a response packet is en-
capsulated and at block 638 the packet is transmitted to
the originating source device.
[0205] Referring again to Figs. 29 and 31, at block 642,
server 590/stack 592 monitors network 26 for a response
that includes properly formatted and required data (e.g.,
the correct source and destination, a SN, the appropriate
T-O ID, etc.). At block 644, when a response that meets
the format and content criteria of a proper response is
not received, control passes to block 648 where server
590 monitors the timeout clock. When the timeout period
has not expired, control loops back up to block 642. When
the time out period expires at block 648, control passes
back up to block 622 where the process described above
is repeated.
[0206] Referring still to Figs. 29 and 31, when a re-
sponse that meets the format and content criteria of a
proper response is received, control passes to block 646
where the response is processed. Here, in the case of a
spoofed response, the receiving server/source may sim-
ply indicate to a system operator that an error has oc-
curred. In other cases the error may prompt an associ-
ated application to generate a following request.
[0207] While the CIP example herein is described in
the context of a firewall that is separate from the non-IP
network devices, it should be appreciated that, in at least
some embodiments, the firewall functionality may be em-
bedded within a non-IP network device (e.g., a PLC) that
is dedicated to firewall activities or in a non-IP network
device that performs other functions in addition to firewall
activities.
[0208] Referring again to Fig. 1, in at least some em-
bodiments it is contemplated that when a persistent con-
nection path is created between a source (e.g., S1) and
a non-IP network device (e.g., DN), communications/
transmissions should generally be regular such that the
period between consecutive transmissions. is no longer
than a maximum duration. Here, when more than a max-
imum duration or a maximum timeout period occurs since
a most recent packet transmission on a specific connec-
tion path, a firewall may be programmed to close the
connection path by deleting the path from the forward
open table.
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[0209] To this end, referring also to Fig. 22, forward
open table 402 may, in addition to the columns described
above, include a connection timeout column 600 and a
timer column 602. Timeout column 600 includes a sep-
arate timeout period (e.g., TOP1) for each of the connec-
tion path serial numbers in column 400. The timeout pe-
riods may be specified by source devices that initiate
connection paths or may be generated by a firewall in at
least some embodiments. The timeout periods may all
be the same or may be connection path specific. Timer
column 602 includes a timer value (e.g., TI1) for each
timeout period in column 600. Each timer starts at a zero
value when a forward open request is received and is
reset to a zero value when a transmission along a related
connection path is received by the firewall. When a timer
value exceeds an associated timeout period in column
600, the firewall closes the associated communication
path.
[0210] In addition, while the spoofed response process
is described above in the context of a server as a source,
it should be appreciated that many system components
and even applications may include a single string stack
and may be hung up when a firewall receives an unau-
thorized request. In at least some cases it is contemplat-
ed that a firewall may be programmed to spoof any ap-
plication or component that generates a request for which
a response is required. Here, the formats and required
data in the different responses may be different but the
spoofing principle is the same. The firewall will simply be
programmed to generate several different types of
spoofed messages for return to request sources and will
generate the appropriate message for each source.
[0211] Moreover, while the examples above are de-
scribed in the context of specific types of first and second
protocols, it should be appreciated that at least some
inventive embodiments are independent of protocol type
(i.e., the first or framing protocol may be other than an
Ethernet protocol and the embedded protocol may be
any protocol employed in the industrial industries).
[0212] Furthermore, to be clear, in at least some ap-
plications it is contemplated that the embedded messag-
es could be nested. For instance, an Ethernet message
may contain a CIP message with a first embedded des-
tination which in turn may contain a CIP or other protocol
message with yet another or second embedded distinc-
tion and so on. Here, in at least some application, the
firewall concept may cause a processor to evaluate one,
or all or a subset of the embedded destinations and in-
tended activities when a n-tier encapsulation occurs.
[0213] In addition, while the invention above is de-
scribed in the context of databases that specify access
control information for destination resources, it should be
appreciated that the invention also contemplates speci-
fying access controlling information for source resources.
For instance, a database may specify that a specific work-
station or hand held device associated with a specific
user can only be used to access and manipulate specific
resources. Here, after decapsulation of a packet, a proc-

essor uses the access controlling information to deter-
mine if transmission should be restricted. Thus, where
access control information is specified, specification
should be viewed broadly unless otherwise indicated to
include any data form that specifies access rules related
to resources regardless of whether the database rules
are based on destination or source resources.
[0214] To apprise the public of the scope of this inven-
tion, the following claims are made:

Claims

1. A method for use with a system including networked
resources where communication between resourc-
es is via at least first and second protocols wherein
the first protocol includes a first protocol packet in-
cluding a source identifier, a first protocol destination
identifier that indicates a first protocol destination re-
source and a first protocol data field, the second pro-
tocol including a second protocol packet including at
least one second protocol destination identifier that
indicates a second protocol destination resource and
a second protocol data field, wherein at least some
communication between resources includes first
protocol packets including second protocol packets
embedded in the first protocol data fields, packet
transmitting and receiving resources being source
and destination resources, respectively, the method
for controlling communication between resources
and comprising the steps of:

specifying access control informatoon, for at
least a subset of the resources; for each first
protocol packet transmitted on a network that
includes a second protocol packet embedded in
the first protocol data field:

(i) intercepting the first protocol packet prior
to the first protocol destination resource;
(ii) examining at least a subset of the em-
bedded second protocol packet information
to identify the second protocol destination
resource;
(iii) identifying the access control informa-
tion associated with the second protocol
destination resource;
(iv) identifying at least a subset of charac-
teristics of the first protocol packet;
(v) comparing the first protocol packet char-
acteristics to the access control information
associated with the second protocol desti-
nation resource; and
(vi) restricting transmission of the first pro-
tocol packet as a function of the comparison
results,

characterized in that
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the embedded protocol packet specifies a path
of resources to a final destination resource, the
method further including identifying access con-
trol information associated with each of the path
resources, comparing the first protocol packet
characteristics to the access control information
associated with each of the path resources and
restricting transmission of the first protocol pack-
et as a function of the results of the comparison
to the access control information associated
with the path resources.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of specifying
includes specifying access control information that
includes at least one of characteristics of first proto-
col packets that are authorized to be transmitted to
an associated resource and characteristics of first
protocol packets that are unauthorized to be trans-
mitted to an associated resource.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information includes, for each of at
least a subset of destination resources, specifying
source resources authorized to communicate with
the destination resource.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the step of identifying
at least a subset of the characteristics of the first
protocol packet includes identifying the source of the
first protocol packet and the step of comparing the
first protocol packet characteristics to the access
control information associated with the destination
resource includes comparing the source of the first
protocol packet to the resources authorized to com-
municate with the destination resource.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the step of restricting
includes, when the first protocol packet source is not
authorized to access the second protocol destination
resource, halting transmission of the first protocol
packet.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the step of restricting
includes, when the first protocol packet source is not
authorized to access the second protocol destination
resource, at least one of activating an alarm signal
and providing a signal back to the source indicating
that the packet has been halted.

7. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information includes specifying pack-
et characteristics (PCs) that include characteristics
identifiable directly from the first protocol packet.

8. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information includes specifying non-
packet characteristics (NPQs) that include charac-
teristics other than those identifiable directly from the

first protocol packet.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the NPQs include at
least a subset of a time associated with the first pro-
tocol packet transmission, the location of the source
resource, where a person initiates the first protocol
packet transmission, the identity of the initiating per-
son and, where a person initiates the first protocol
packet transmission, characteristics of the initiating
person.

10. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information further includes specify-
ing times during which resources can communicate
with other resources, the method further including
the step of, when a first protocol packet that includes
an embedded second protocol packet is received,
identifying a time associated with the received pack-
et, the step of comparing including comparing the
packet associated time with the specified times.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the first protocol is
one of an Ethernet protocol and an IP protocol.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the second protocol
is one of a common industrial protocol (CIP) and a
Data Highway Plus protocol.

13. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of
specifying at least first and second priorities for net-
work transmissions and, wherein, the step of restrict-
ing transmission includes transmitting as a function
of the specified priorities and the packet character-
istics.

14. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information includes the step of spec-
ifying locations of source resources from which com-
munications with associated resources are allowed,
the method further including the step of identifying
the location of a source resource that transmits a
first protocol packet that includes an embedded sec-
ond protocol packet and the step of comparing fur-
ther including comparing the identified source re-
source location with the specified source resource
location.

15. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of specifying
access control information includes specifying char-
acteristics of persons authorized to communicate
with associated resources, the step of identifying at
least a subset of the characteristics of the first pro-
tocol packet including identifying characteristics of a
person that initiates a communication and the step
of comparing including comparing the specified and
identified characteristics.

16. The method of claim 4 wherein at least one protocol
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packet generated by a first protocol packet source
requires a response from at least one second proto-
col destination resource including specific identifying
information and wherein step of restricting includes,
when a first protocol packet source is not authorized
to access the second protocol destination resource,
encapsulating the specific identifying information in
a response packet and transmitting the response
packet to the first protocol packet source.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the specific identi-
fying information includes the identity of the second
protocol destination resource.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the at least one
protocol packet generated by the first protocol packet
source includes a target-originator (T-O) ID and
wherein the specific identifying information includes
the T-O ID.

19. The method of claim 1 wherein at least some com-
munication between resources includes first protocol
packets that include first protocol packets including
second protocol packets embedded in the first pro-
tocol packet data fields where the second protocol
packets further include additional embedded proto-
col packets, wherein, for each first protocol packet
transmitted on the network that includes a second
protocol packet embedded in the first protocol data
field and additional embedded packets, the step of
examining including examining at least a subset of
the additional embedded packet information to iden-
tify at least a final destination resource and the step
of identifying the access control information includ-
ing identifying access control information associated
with at least the final destination resource.

20. The method of claim 19 where the additional embed-
ded protocol packets are second protocol packets.

21. The method of claim 19 wherein each of the second
and additional protocol packets specifies a target re-
source and wherein the step of identifying the access
control information includes identifying access con-
trol information associated with, in addition to the
final destination resource, access control informa-
tion associated with each of the target resources.

22. An apparatus for use with a system including net-
worked resources where communication between
resources is via at least first and second protocols
wherein the first protocol includes a first protocol
packet including a source identifier, a first protocol
destination identifier that indicates a first protocol
destination resource and a first protocol data field,
the second protocol including a second protocol
packet including at least one second protocol desti-
nation identifier that indicates a second protocol des-

tination resource and a second protocol data field,
wherein at least some communication between re-
sources includes first protocol packets including sec-
ond protocol packets embedded in the first protocol
data fields, packet transmitting and receiving re-
sources being the source and destination resources,
respectively, the apparatus for controlling communi-
cation between resources and comprising:

a database specifying access control informa-
tion for at least a subset of the resources;
a firewall linked to a network, the firewall for each
first protocol packet transmitted on the network
that includes a second protocol packet embed-
ded in the first protocol data field:

(i) intercepting the first protocol packet prior
to the first protocol destination resource;
(ii) examining at least a subset of the em-
bedded second protocol packet information
to identify the second protocol destination
resource;
(iii) identifying the access control informa-
tion associated with the second protocol
destination resource;
(iv) identifying at least a subset of charac-
teristics of the first protocol packet;
(v) comparing the first protocol packet char-
acteristics to the access control information
associated with the second protocol desti-
nation resource and
(vi) restricting transmission of the first pro-
tocol packet as a function of the comparison
results,

characterized in that
the embedded protocol packet specifies a path
of resources to a final destination resource, the
firewall further identifying access control infor-
mation associated with each of the path resourc-
es, comparing the first protocol packet charac-
teristics to the access control information asso-
ciated with each of the path resources and re-
stricting transmission of the first protocol packet
as a function of the results of the comparison to
the access control information associated with
the path resources.

23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein the database in-
cludes access control information including at least
one of characteristics of first protocol packets that
are authorized to be transmitted to an associated
resource and characteristics of first protocol packets
that are unauthorized to be transmitted to an asso-
ciated resource.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein for each of at
least a subset of destination resources, the database
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specifies source resources authorised to communi-
cate with the destination resource.

25. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the firewall iden-
tifies at least a subset of the characteristics of the
first protocol packet by identifying the source of the
first protocol packet and compares the first protocol
packet characteristics to the access control informa-
tion associated with the destination resource by com-
paring the source of the first protocol packet to the
resources authorised to communicate with the des-
tination resource.

26. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the database
specifies access control information by specifying
packet characteristics (PCs) that include character-
istics identifiable directly from the first protocol pack-
et.

27. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the database
specifies access control information by specifying
non-packet characteristics (NPQs) that include char-
acteristics other than those identifiable directly from
the first protocol packet.

28. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the database
specifies access control information by specifying lo-
cations of source resources from which communica-
tions with associated resources are allowed, the ap-
paratus further including a location determiner use-
able to determine the location of a source resource
that transmits a first protocol packet that includes an
embedded second protocol packet and wherein the
firewall compares by comparing the identified source
resource location with the specified source resource
location.

29. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the database
specifies characteristics of persons authorized to
communicate with associated resources, the firewall
identifying at least a subset of the characteristics of
the first protocol packet by identifying characteristics
of a person that initiates a communication and the
firewall comparing by comparing the specified and
identified characteristics.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Verwendung mit einem System, das
vernetzte Betriebsmittel umfasst, wobei Kommuni-
kation zwischen Betriebsmitteln über mindestens ein
erstes und zweites Protokoll erfolgt, wobei das erste
Protokoll ein Paket des ersten Protokolls mit einer
Quellenkennung, einer Zielkennung des ersten Pro-
tokolls, die ein Zielbetriebsmittel des ersten Proto-
kolls angibt, und einem Datenfeld des ersten Proto-
kolls umfasst und das zweite Protokoll ein Paket des

zweiten Protokolls mit mindestens einer Zielken-
nung des zweiten Protokolls, die ein Zielbetriebsmit-
tel des zweiten Protokolls angibt, und einem Daten-
feld des zweiten Protokolls umfasst, wobei minde-
stens ein Teil der Kommunikation zwischen Be-
triebsmitteln Pakete des ersten Protokolls umfasst,
die in die Datenfelder des ersten Protokolls einge-
bettete Pakete des zweiten Protokolls umfassen,
wobei Paketsende- und -empfangsbetriebsmittel
Quellen- bzw. Zielbetriebsmittel sind und das Ver-
fahren zum Steuern der Kommunikation zwischen
Betriebsmitteln dient und die folgenden Schritte um-
fasst:

Spezifizieren von Zugangskontrollinformatio-
nen für mindestens eine Teilmenge der Be-
triebsmittel; und für jedes in einem Netzwerk ge-
sendete Paket des ersten Protokolls, das ein in
das Datenfeld des ersten Protokolls eingebette-
tes Paket des zweiten Protokolls umfasst:

(i) Abfangen des Pakets des ersten Proto-
kolls vor dem Zielbetriebsmittel des ersten
Protokolls;
(ii) Untersuchen mindestens einer Teilmen-
ge der eingebetteten Paketinformationen
des zweiten Protokolls, um das Zielbe-
triebsmittel des zweiten Protokolls zu iden-
tifizieren;
(iii) Identifizieren der mit dem Zielbetriebs-
mittel des zweiten Protokolls assoziierten
Zugangskontrollinformationen;
(iv) Identifizieren mindestens einer Teil-
menge von Eigenschaften des Pakets des
ersten Protokolls;
(v) Vergleichen der Eigenschaften des Pa-
kets des ersten Protokolls mit Zugangskon-
trollinformationen, die mit dem Zielbetriebs-
mittel des zweiten Protokolls assoziiert
sind; und
(vi) Beschränken der Übertragung des Pa-
kets des ersten Protokolls als Funktion der
Vergleichsergebnisse,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das eingebettete Protokoll-Paket einen Pfad
von Betriebsmitteln zu einem Endzielbetriebs-
mittel spezifiziert und das Verfahren ferner Fol-
gendes umfasst: Identifizieren von mit jedem
der Pfadbetriebsmittel assoziierten Zugangs-
kontrollinformationen, Vergleichen der Eigen-
schaften des Pakets des ersten Protokolls mit
den mit jedem der Pfadbetriebsmittel assoziier-
ten Zugangskontrollinformationen und Be-
schränken der Übertragung des Pakets des er-
sten Protokolls als Funktion der Ergebnisse des
Vergleichs mit den mit den Pfadbetriebsmitteln
assoziierten Zugangskontrollinformationen.
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2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens Folgendes umfasst: Spezifizieren
von Zugangskontrollinformationen, die Eigenschaf-
ten von Paketen des ersten Protokolls, die autorisiert
sind, zu einem assoziierten Betriebsmittel gesendet
zu werden, und/oder Eigenschaften von Paketen
des ersten Protokolls, die nicht autorisiert sind, zu
einem assoziierten Betriebsmittel gesendet zu wer-
den, umfassen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
Folgendes umfasst: Spezifizieren von Quellenbe-
triebsmitteln, die autorisiert sind, mit dem Zielbe-
triebsmittel zu kommunizieren, für jedes mindestens
einer Teilmenge von Zielbetriebsmitteln.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Schritt des
Identifizierens mindestens einer Teilmenge der Ei-
genschaften des Pakets des ersten Protokolls das
Identifizieren der Quelle des Pakets des ersten Pro-
tokolls umfasst und der Schritt des Vergleichens der
Eigenschaften des Pakets des ersten Protokolls mit
den mit dem Zielbetriebsmittel assoziierten Zu-
gangskontrollinformationen das Vergleichen der
Quelle des Pakets des ersten Protokolls mit den Be-
triebsmitteln, die autorisiert sind, mit dem Zielbe-
triebsmittel zu kommunizieren, umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Schritt des
Beschränkens Folgendes umfasst: wenn die Paket-
quelle des ersten Protokolls nicht autorisiert ist, auf
das Zielbetriebsmittel des zweiten Protokolls zuzu-
greifen, Anhalten der Übertragung des Pakets des
ersten Protokolls.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Schritt des
Beschränkens Folgendes umfasst: wenn die Paket-
quelle des ersten Protokolls nicht autorisiert ist, auf
das Zielbetriebsmittel des zweiten Protokolls zuzu-
greifen, Aktivieren eines Alarmsignals und/oder Be-
reitstellen eines Signals zurück zu der Quelle, das
angibt, dass das Paket angehalten wurde.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
Folgendes umfasst: Spezifizieren von Paketeigen-
schaften bzw. PC, die direkt aus dem Paket des er-
sten Protokolls identifizierbare Eigenschaften um-
fassen.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
Folgendes umfasst: Spezifizieren von nicht-Paket-
eigenschaften bzw. NPQ, die andere Eigenschaften
als die direkt aus dem Paket des ersten Protokolls
identifizierbaren umfassen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei die NPQ minde-
stens eine Teilmenge von Folgendem umfassen:

eine mit der Übertragung des Pakets des ersten
Protokolls assoziierte Zeit, den Ort des Quellen-
betriebsmittels, wo eine Person die Übertragung
des Pakets des ersten Protokolls einleitet, die
Identität der einleitenden Person und wo eine
Person die Übertragung des Pakets des ersten
Protokolls einleitet und Eigenschaften der ein-
leitenden Person.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
ferner das Spezifizieren von Zeiten umfasst, in de-
nen Betriebsmittel mit anderen Betriebsmitteln kom-
munizieren können, wobei das Verfahren ferner den
folgenden Schritt umfasst: wenn ein Paket des er-
sten Protokolls, das ein eingebettetes Paket des
zweiten Protokolls umfasst, empfangen wird, Iden-
tifizieren einer mit dem empfangenen Paket assozi-
ierten Zeit, wobei der Schritt des Vergleichens das
Vergleichen der assoziierten Zeit des Pakets mit den
spezifizierten Zeiten umfasst.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste Proto-
koll ein Ethernet-Protokoll oder ein IP-Protokoll ist.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das zweite Pro-
tokoll ein Common Industrial Protocol bzw. CIP oder
ein Protokoll des Typs Data Highway Plus ist.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner mit den Schritten
des Spezifizierens mindestens von ersten und zwei-
ten Prioritäten für Netzwerkübertragungen und wo-
bei der Schritt des Beschränkens der Übertragung
das Senden als Funktion der spezifizierten Prioritä-
ten und der Paketeigenschaften umfasst.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
den Schritt des Spezifizierens von Orten von Quel-
lenbetriebsmitteln, von denen aus Kommunikation
mit assoziierten Betriebsmitteln erlaubt ist, umfasst,
wobei das Verfahren ferner den folgenden Schritt
umfasst: Identifizieren des Orts eines Quellenbe-
triebsmittels, das ein Paket des ersten Protokolls
sendet, das ein eingebettetes Paket des zweiten
Protokolls umfasst, und der Schritt des Vergleichens
ferner das Vergleichen des identifizierten Quellen-
betriebsmittelorts mit dem spezifizierten Quellenbe-
triebsmittelort umfasst.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schritt des
Spezifizierens von Zugangskontrollinformationen
das Spezifizieren von Eigenschaften von zur Kom-
munikation mit assoziierten Betriebsmitteln autori-
sierten Personen umfasst, wobei der Schritt des
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Identifizierens mindestens einer Teilmenge der Ei-
genschaften des Pakets des ersten Protokolls das
Identifizieren von Eigenschaften einer Person, die
eine Kommunikation einleitet, umfasst und der
Schritt des Vergleichens das Vergleichen der spezi-
fizierten und identifizierten Eigenschaften umfasst.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei mindestens ein
durch eine Paketquelle des ersten Protokolls er-
zeugtes Protokoll-Paket eine Antwort von minde-
stens einem Zielbetriebsmittel des zweiten Proto-
kolls mit spezifischen Identifizierungsinformationen
erfordert und wobei der Schritt des Beschränkens
Folgendes umfasst: wenn eine Paketquelle des er-
sten Protokolls nicht autorisiert ist, auf das Zielbe-
triebsmittel des zweiten Protokolls zuzugreifen, ein-
kapseln der spezifischen Identifizierungsinformatio-
nen in ein Antwortpaket und Senden des Antwort-
pakets zu der Paketquelle des ersten Protokolls.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, wobei das Spezifizie-
ren von Identifizierungsinformationen die Identität
des Zielbetriebsmittels des zweiten Protokolls um-
fasst.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, wobei das mindestens
eine von der Paketquelle des ersten Protokolls er-
zeugte Protokoll-Paket eine ID des Ziel-Originators
bzw. T-O umfasst und wobei die spezifischen Iden-
tifizierungsinformationen die ID des T-O umfassen.

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei mindestens ein
Teil der Kommunikation zwischen Betriebsmitteln
Pakete des ersten Protokolls umfasst, die Pakete
des ersten Protokolls mit in die Paketdatenfelder des
ersten Protokolls eingebetteten Paketen des zwei-
ten Protokolls umfassen, wobei die Pakete des zwei-
ten Protokolls ferner zusätzliche eingebettete Proto-
koll-Pakete umfassen, wobei für jedes in dem Netz-
werk gesendete Paket des ersten Protokolls, das ein
in das Datenfeld des ersten Protokolls eingebettetes
Paket des zweiten Protokolls und zusätzliche einge-
bettete Pakete umfasst, der Schritt des Untersu-
chens das Untersuchen mindestens einer Teilmen-
ge der Informationen des zusätzlichen eingebetteten
Pakets umfasst, um mindestens ein Endzielbetriebs-
mittel zu identifizieren, und der Schritt des Identifi-
zierens der Zugangskontrollinformationen das Iden-
tifizieren von mit mindestens dem Endbetriebsmittel
assoziierten Zugangskontrollinformationen um-
fasst.

20. Verfahren nach Anspruch 19, wobei die zusätzlichen
eingebetteten Protokoll-Pakete Pakete des zweiten
Protokolls sind.

21. Verfahren nach Anspruch 19, wobei jedes der Pa-
kete des zweiten Protokolls und der zusätzlichen

Protokoll-Pakete ein Zielbetriebsmittel spezifiziert
und wobei der Schritt des Identifizierens der Zu-
gangskontrollinformationen das Identifizieren von
Zugangskontrollinformationen umfasst, die zusätz-
lich zu dem Endzielbetriebsmittel mit Zugangskon-
trollinformationen assoziiert sind, die mit jedem der
Zielbetriebsmittel assoziiert sind.

22. Vorrichtung zur Verwendung mit einem System, das
vernetzte Betriebsmittel umfasst, wobei Kommuni-
kation zwischen Betriebsmitteln über mindestens ein
erstes und zweites Protokoll erfolgt, wobei das erste
Protokoll ein Paket des ersten Protokolls mit einer
Quellenkennung, einer Zielkennung des ersten Pro-
tokolls, die ein Zielbetriebsmittel des ersten Proto-
kolls angibt, und einem Datenfeld des ersten Proto-
kolls umfasst und das zweite Protokoll ein Paket des
zweiten Protokolls mit mindestens einer Zielken-
nung des zweiten Protokolls, die ein Zielbetriebsmit-
tel des zweiten Protokolls angibt, und einem Daten-
feld des zweiten Protokolls umfasst, wobei minde-
stens ein Teil der Kommunikation zwischen Be-
triebsmitteln Pakete des ersten Protokolls umfasst,
die in die Datenfelder des ersten Protokolls einge-
bettete Pakete des zweiten Protokolls umfassen,
wobei Paketsende- und -empfangsbetriebsmittel
Quellen- bzw. Zielbetriebsmittel sind und die Vor-
richtung zum Steuern der Kommunikation zwischen
Betriebsmitteln dient, umfassend:

eine Datenbank, die Zugangskontrollinformatio-
nen für mindestens eine Teilmenge der Be-
triebsmittel spezifiziert;
eine mit einem Netzwerk verknüpfte Firewall,
wobei die Firewall für jedes in dem Netzwerk
gesendete Paket des ersten Protokolls, das ein
in das Datenfeld des ersten Protokolls eingebet-
tetes Paket des zweiten Protokolls umfasst, die
folgenden Schritte ausführt:

(i) Abfangen des Pakets des ersten Proto-
kolls vor dem Zielbetriebsmittel des ersten
Protokolls;
(ii) Untersuchen mindestens einer Teilmen-
ge der eingebetteten Paketinformationen
des zweiten Protokolls, um das Zielbe-
triebsmittel des zweiten Protokolls zu iden-
tifizieren;
(iii) Identifizieren der mit dem Zielbetriebs-
mittel des zweiten Protokolls assoziierten
Zugangskontrollinformationen;
(iv) Identifizieren mindestens einer Teil-
menge von Eigenschaften des Pakets des
ersten Protokolls;
(v) Vergleichen der Eigenschaften des Pa-
kets des ersten Protokolls mit Zugangskon-
trollinformationen, die mit dem Zielbetriebs-
mittel des zweiten Protokolls assoziiert
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sind; und
(vi) Beschränken der Übertragung des Pa-
kets des ersten Protokolls als Funktion der
Vergleichsergebnisse,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das eingebettete Protokoll-Paket einen Pfad
von Betriebsmitteln zu einem Endzielbetriebs-
mittel spezifiziert und das Verfahren ferner Fol-
gendes umfasst: Identifizieren von mit jedem
der Pfadbetriebsmittel assoziierten Zugangs-
kontrollinformationen, Vergleichen der Eigen-
schaften des Pakets des ersten Protokolls mit
den mit jedem der Pfadbetriebsmittel assoziier-
ten Zugangskontrollinformationen und Be-
schränken der Übertragung des Pakets des er-
sten Protokolls als Funktion der Ergebnisse des
Vergleichs mit den mit den Pfadbetriebsmitteln
assoziierten Zugangskontrollinformationen.

23. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 22, wobei die Datenbank
Zugangskontrollinformationen umfasst, die Eigen-
schaften der Pakete des ersten Protokolls, die auto-
risiert sind, zu einem assoziierten Betriebsmittel ge-
sendet zu werden, und/oder Eigenschaften von Pa-
keten des ersten Protokolls, die nicht autorisiert sind,
zu einem assoziierten Betriebsmittel gesendet zu
werden, umfassen.

24. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Datenbank
für jedes mindestens einer Teilmenge von Zielbe-
triebsmitteln Quellenbetriebsmittel spezifiziert, die
autorisiert sind, mit dem Zielbetriebsmittel zu kom-
munizieren.

25. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Firewall
mindestens eine Teilmenge der Eigenschaften des
Pakets des ersten Protokolls durch Identifizieren der
Quelle des Pakets des ersten Protokolls identifiziert
und die Eigenschaften des Pakets des ersten Pro-
tokolls durch Vergleichen der Quelle des Pakets des
ersten Protokolls mit den Betriebsmitteln, die auto-
risiert sind, mit dem Zielbetriebsmittel zu kommuni-
zieren, mit den mit dem Zielbetriebsmittel assoziier-
ten Zugangskontrollinformationen vergleicht.

26. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Datenbank
Zugangskontrollinformationen durch Spezifizieren
von Paketeigenschaften bzw. PC spezifiziert, die di-
rekt aus dem Paket des ersten Protokolls identifizier-
bare Eigenschaften umfassen.

27. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Datenbank
Zugangskontrollinformationen durch Spezifizieren
von nicht-Paketeigenschaften bzw. NPQ spezifi-
ziert, die andere Eigenschaften als die direkt aus
dem Paket des ersten Protokolls identifizierbaren
umfassen.

28. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Datenbank
Zugangskontrollinformationen durch Spezifizieren
von Orten von Quellenbetriebsmitteln, von denen
aus Kommunikation mit assoziierten Betriebsmitteln
erlaubt sind, spezifiziert, wobei die Vorrichtung fer-
ner eine Ortsbestimmungsvorrichtung umfasst, die
verwendbar ist, um den Ort eines Quellenbetriebs-
mittels zu bestimmen, das ein Paket des ersten Pro-
tokolls sendet, das ein eingebettetes Paket des zwei-
ten Protokolls umfasst, und wobei die Firewall durch
Vergleichen des identifizierten Quellenbetriebsmit-
telorts mit dem spezifizierten Quellenbetriebsmittel-
ort vergleicht.

29. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 23, wobei die Datenbank
Eigenschaften von Personen spezifiziert, die autori-
siert sind, mit assoziierten Betriebsmitteln zu kom-
munizieren, wobei die Firewall mindestens eine Teil-
menge der Eigenschaften des Pakets des ersten
Protokolls durch Identifizieren von Eigenschaften ei-
ner Person, die eine Kommunikation einleitet, iden-
tifiziert und die Firewall durch Vergleichen der spe-
zifizierten und identifizierten Eigenschaften ver-
gleicht.

Revendications

1. Procédé à utiliser avec un système comprenant des
ressources en réseau, dans lequel la communication
entre les ressources s’effectue via au moins des pre-
mier et second protocoles, le premier protocole com-
prenant un paquet de premier protocole comprenant
un identificateur de source, un identificateur de des-
tination de premier protocole qui indique une res-
source de destination de premier protocole et un
champ de données de premier protocole, le second
protocole comprenant un paquet de second proto-
cole comprenant au moins un identificateur de des-
tination de second protocole qui indique une ressour-
ce de destination de second protocole et un champ
de données de second protocole, au moins certaines
communications entre ressources comprenant des
paquets de premier protocole comprenant des pa-
quets de second protocole intégrés dans les champs
de données de premier protocole, les ressources de
transmission et de réception de paquets constituant
respectivement des ressources source et de desti-
nation, le procédé étant destiné à contrôler la com-
munication entre les ressources et comprenant les
étapes consistant à :

spécifier des informations de contrôle d’accès
pour au moins un sous-ensemble des
ressources ; pour chaque paquet de premier
protocole transmis sur un réseau qui comprend
un paquet de second protocole intégré dans le
champ de données de premier protocole :
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(i) intercepter le paquet de premier protoco-
le avant la ressource de destination de pre-
mier protocole ;
(ii) examiner au moins un sous-ensemble
des informations de paquet de second pro-
tocole intégrées pour identifier la ressource
de destination de second protocole ;
(iii) identifier les informations de contrôle
d’accès associées à la ressource de desti-
nation de second protocole ;
(iv) identifier au moins un sous-ensemble
de caractéristiques du paquet de premier
protocole ;
(v) comparer les caractéristiques de paquet
de premier protocole avec les informations
de contrôle d’accès associées à la ressour-
ce de destination de second protocole ; et
(vi) restreindre la transmission du paquet
de premier protocole en fonction des résul-
tats de comparaison,

caractérisé en ce que :

le paquet de protocole intégré spécifie un
chemin de ressources vers une ressource
de destination finale, le procédé compre-
nant en outre le fait d’identifier les informa-
tions de contrôle d’accès associées à cha-
cune des ressources du chemin, de com-
parer les caractéristiques de paquet de pre-
mier protocole avec les informations de
contrôle d’accès associées à chacune des
ressources du chemin et de restreindre la
transmission du paquet de premier proto-
cole en fonction des résultats de la compa-
raison avec les informations de contrôle
d’accès associées aux ressources du che-
min.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de spécification comprend le fait de spécifier des in-
formations de contrôle d’accès qui comprennent au
moins une des caractéristiques des paquets de pre-
mier protocole qui sont autorisés à être transmis à
une ressource associée et des caractéristiques des
paquets de premier protocole qui ne sont pas auto-
risés à être transmis à une ressource associée.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
de spécification d’informations de contrôle d’accès
comprend, pour chaque ressource d’au moins un
sous-ensemble de ressources de destination, le fait
de spécifier des ressources source autorisées à
communiquer avec la ressource de destination.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’étape
d’identification d’au moins un sous-ensemble des
caractéristiques du paquet de premier protocole

comprend le fait d’identifier la source du paquet de
premier protocole et l’étape de comparaison des ca-
ractéristiques du paquet de premier protocole avec
les informations de contrôle d’accès associées à la
ressource de destination comprend le fait de com-
parer la source du paquet de premier protocole avec
les ressources autorisées à communiquer avec la
ressource de destination.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’étape
de restriction comprend, lorsque la source du paquet
de premier protocole n’est pas autorisée à accéder
à la ressource de destination de second protocole,
le fait d’arrêter la transmission du paquet de premier
protocole.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’étape
de restriction comprend, lorsque la source du paquet
de premier protocole n’est pas autorisée à accéder
à la ressource de destination de second protocole,
au moins une action parmi celles consistant à activer
un signal d’alarme et à délivrer un signal vers la sour-
ce indiquant que le paquet a été arrêté.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à spécifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès comprend le fait de spécifier des caractéris-
tiques de paquet (PC) qui comprennent des carac-
téristiques identifiables directement à partir du pa-
quet de premier protocole.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à spécifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès comprend le fait de spécifier des caractéris-
tiques non de paquet (NPQ) qui comprennent des
caractéristiques autres que celles identifiables direc-
tement à partir du paquet de premier protocole.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel les
NPQ comprennent au moins un sous-ensemble d’un
temps associé à la transmission de paquets de pre-
mier protocole, l’emplacement de la ressource sour-
ce, où une personne lance la transmission de pa-
quets de premier protocole, l’identité de la personne
effectuant le lancement et, là où une personne lance
la transmission des paquets de premier protocole,
les caractéristiques de la personne effectuant le lan-
cement.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à spécifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès comprend en outre le fait de spécifier des
temps au cours desquels des ressources peuvent
communiquer avec d’autres ressources, le procédé
comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à, lorsqu’un
paquet de premier protocole qui comprend un pa-
quet de second protocole intégré est reçu, identifier
un temps associé au paquet reçu, l’étape de com-
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paraison comprenant le fait de comparer le temps
associé au paquet avec les temps spécifiés.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pre-
mier protocole est un protocole parmi un protocole
Ethernet et un protocole IP.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le se-
cond protocole est un protocole parmi un protocole
industriel commun (CIP) et un protocole Data Hi-
ghway Plus.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à spécifier au moins des
première et seconde priorités pour les transmissions
réseau, et dans lequel l’étape consistant à restrein-
dre une transmission comprend le fait de transmettre
en fonction des priorités spécifiées et des caracté-
ristiques de paquet.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à spécifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès comprend l’étape consistant à spécifier des
emplacements de ressources source depuis les-
quelles des communications avec des ressources
associées sont autorisées, le procédé comprenant
en outre l’étape consistant à identifier l’emplacement
d’une ressource source qui transmet un paquet de
premier protocole qui comprend un paquet de se-
cond protocole intégré, et l’étape consistant à com-
parer comprenant en outre le fait de comparer l’em-
placement de la ressource source identifiée avec
l’emplacement de la ressource source spécifiée.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à spécifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès comprend le fait de spécifier des caractéris-
tiques de personnes autorisées à communiquer
avec des ressources associées, l’étape d’identifica-
tion d’au moins un sous-ensemble des caractéristi-
ques du paquet de premier protocole comprenant le
fait d’identifier des caractéristiques d’une personne
qui lance une communication et l’étape de compa-
raison comprenant le fait de comparer les caracté-
ristiques spécifiées et les caractéristiques identi-
fiées.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel au
moins un paquet de protocole généré par une source
de paquets de premier protocole requiert une répon-
se d’au moins une ressource de destination de se-
cond protocole comprenant des informations d’iden-
tification spécifiques, et dans lequel l’étape de res-
triction comprend, lorsqu’une source de paquet de
premier protocole n’est pas autorisée à accéder à la
ressource de destination de second protocole, d’en-
capsuler les informations d’identification spécifiques
dans un paquet de réponse et de transmettre le pa-

quet de réponse à la source de paquet de premier
protocole.

17. Procédé selon la revendication 16, dans lequel les
informations d’identification spécifiques compren-
nent l’identité de la ressource de destination de se-
cond protocole.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 16, dans lequel l’au
moins un paquet de protocole généré par la source
de paquet de premier protocole comprend un iden-
tifiant d’origine cible (T-O) et dans lequel les infor-
mations d’identification spécifiques comprennent
l’identifiant T-O.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel au
moins certaines communications entre des ressour-
ces comprennent des paquets de premier protocole
qui comprennent des paquets de premier protocole
comprenant des paquets de second protocole inté-
grés dans les champs de données des paquets de
premier protocole, où les paquets de second proto-
cole comprennent en outre des paquets de protocole
intégrés supplémentaires, où, pour chaque paquet
de premier protocole transmis sur le réseau qui com-
prend un paquet de second protocole intégré dans
le champ de données de premier protocole et des
paquets intégrés supplémentaires, l’étape d’exa-
men comprenant le fait d’examiner au moins un
sous-ensemble des informations de paquet inté-
grées supplémentaires pour identifier au moins une
ressource de destination finale, et l’étape d’identifi-
cation des informations de contrôle d’accès compre-
nant le fait d’identifier des informations de contrôle
d’accès associées avec au moins la ressource de
destination finale.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 19, dans lequel les
paquets de protocole intégrés supplémentaires sont
des paquets de second protocole.

21. Procédé selon la revendication 19, dans lequel cha-
cun parmi les paquets de second protocole et de
protocole supplémentaire spécifie une ressource ci-
ble et dans lequel l’étape d’identification des infor-
mations de contrôle d’accès comprend le fait d’iden-
tifier les informations de contrôle d’accès étant as-
sociées avec, en plus de la ressource de destination
finale, les informations de contrôle d’accès asso-
ciées avec chacune des ressources cible.

22. Appareil à utiliser avec un système comprenant des
ressources en réseau, dans lequel la communication
entre les ressources s’effectue via au moins des pre-
mier et second protocoles, le premier protocole com-
prenant un paquet de premier protocole comprenant
un identificateur de source, un identificateur de des-
tination de premier protocole qui indique une res-
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source de destination de premier protocole et un
champ de données de premier protocole, le second
protocole comprenant un paquet de second proto-
cole comprenant au moins un identificateur de des-
tination de second protocole qui indique une ressour-
ce de destination de second protocole et un champ
de données de second protocole, au moins certaines
communications entre ressources comprenant des
paquets de premier protocole comprenant des pa-
quets de second protocole intégrés dans les champs
de données de premier protocole, les ressources de
transmission et de réception de paquets constituant
respectivement des ressources source et de desti-
nation, l’appareil étant destiné à contrôler la commu-
nication entre les ressources et comprenant :

une base de données spécifiant des informa-
tions de contrôle d’accès pour au moins un sous-
ensemble des ressources ;
un pare-feu raccordé à un réseau, le pare-feu
pour chaque paquet de premier protocole trans-
mis sur le réseau qui comprend un paquet de
second protocole intégré dans le champ de don-
nées de premier protocole exécutant les étapes
consistant à :

(i) intercepter le paquet de premier protoco-
le avant la ressource de destination de pre-
mier protocole ;
(ii) examiner au moins un sous-ensemble
des informations de paquet de second pro-
tocole intégrées pour identifier la ressource
de destination de second protocole ;
(iii) identifier les informations de contrôle
d’accès associées à la ressource de desti-
nation de second protocole ;
(iv) identifier au moins un sous-ensemble
de caractéristiques du paquet de premier
protocole ;
(v) comparer les caractéristiques de paquet
de premier protocole avec les informations
de contrôle d’accès associées à la ressour-
ce de destination de second protocole ; et
(vi) restreindre la transmission du paquet
de premier protocole en fonction des résul-
tats de comparaison,

caractérisé en ce que :

le paquet de protocole intégré spécifie un
chemin de ressources vers une ressource
de destination finale, le pare-feu identifiant
en outre des informations de contrôle d’ac-
cès associées à chacune des ressources
du chemin, comparant les caractéristiques
de paquet de premier protocole avec les in-
formations de contrôle d’accès associées à
chacune des ressources du chemin et res-

treignant la transmission du paquet de pre-
mier protocole en fonction des résultats de
la comparaison avec les informations de
contrôle d’accès associées aux ressources
du chemin.

23. Appareil selon la revendication 22, dans lequel la
base de données comprend des informations de
contrôle d’accès comprenant au moins une des ca-
ractéristiques des paquets de premier protocole qui
sont autorisés à être transmis à une ressource as-
sociée et des caractéristiques des paquets de pre-
mier protocole qui ne sont pas autorisés à être trans-
mis à une ressource associée.

24. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel, pour
chaque ressource d’au moins un sous-ensemble de
ressources de destination, la base de données spé-
cifie des ressources source autorisées à communi-
quer avec la ressource de destination.

25. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel le
pare-feu identifie au moins un sous-ensemble des
caractéristiques du paquet de premier protocole en
identifiant la source du paquet de premier protocole
et compare les caractéristiques du paquet de pre-
mier protocole avec les informations de contrôle
d’accès associées à la ressource de destination en
comparant la source du paquet de premier protocole
avec les ressources autorisées à communiquer avec
la ressource de destination.

26. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel la
base de données spécifie des informations de con-
trôle d’accès en spécifiant des caractéristiques de
paquet (PC) qui comprennent des caractéristiques
identifiables directement à partir du paquet de pre-
mier protocole.

27. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel la
base de données spécifie des informations de con-
trôle d’accès en spécifiant des caractéristiques non
de paquet (NPQ) qui comprennent des caractéristi-
ques autres que celles identifiables directement à
partir du paquet de premier protocole.

28. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel la
base de données spécifie des informations de con-
trôle d’accès en spécifiant des emplacements de
ressources source depuis lesquels des communica-
tions avec des ressources associées sont autori-
sées, l’appareil comprenant en outre un déterminant
d’emplacement utilisable pour déterminer l’empla-
cement d’une ressource source qui transmet un pa-
quet de premier protocole qui comprend un paquet
de second protocole intégré, et dans lequel le pare-
feu effectue la comparaison en comparant l’empla-
cement de ressource source identifiée avec l’empla-
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cement de ressource source spécifiée.

29. Appareil selon la revendication 23, dans lequel la
base de données spécifie des caractéristiques de
personnes autorisées à communiquer avec des res-
sources associées, le pare-feu identifiant au moins
un sous-ensemble des caractéristiques du paquet
de premier protocole en identifiant les caractéristi-
ques d’une personne qui lance une communication
et le pare-feu effectuant la comparaison en compa-
rant les caractéristiques spécifiées et les caractéris-
tiques identifiées.
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